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I think the good news this issue is that I 
have finally arranged for the back 
copies of Restart (mine and Anne 
Templeton’s) and the Four Wheels Out 
and Wheelspin that Brian Cope gave 
me quite a few years ago to be donated 
to the British Library. They were very 
pleased to have them and Jonathan and 
I have delivered them to their archive 
site in Boston Spa, Yorkshire. For more 
information on the British Library and 
how people can access their holdings 
see https://www.bl.uk/about-us. 

From now on I will send a copy of each 
Restart to them, so that the collection 
will be kept up to date. The dates that 
are now in the archive are as follows: 
 
Four Wheels Out, Jan 1981 to May 
1987 
Wheelspin, September 1987 to May 
1990 
Restart, March 1991 to date 
 
So far they have only added Wheelspin 
to their online catalogue, but they will let 
me know when they add the others. 
 
So now when you wonderful 
contributors send something for Restart 
you know that future generations will be 
able to read them and find out about our 
sport. 
 
PS There were some books on trialling 
already in the British Library collection, 
for example ‘Wheelspin’ by C.A.N. May. 
 

A Warm Welcome to the 
new ACTC Treasurer 
 

M y name is Paul Brooks, many 
will recognise my name, if not 
me personally, as Simon 
Woodall’s assistant, in the 

compilation of the MCC scores. I collate 
the transcribed data into the main 
scoresheets that make up the 
provisional results. We then sit back and 
wait for everything from the gentle 
questions that mean transcription and 
data might have an error to outright 
rants that it’s wrong. 
 
I’m also the secretary of Windwhistle 
motor club and entry taker/scorer of our 
events being a couple PCTs and the 
Bovey Down Classic trial. 
 
I have been passenger in many events 
since the 1980s and first entered as a 
driver in 2004 Exeter. Various vehicles 

in classes  8, 7 & 5 with varying degrees 
of success. 
 
I’ve spent pretty much all of my working 
life in Telecoms, the majority of which 
has been in the mobile environment. 
From an apprentice, field engineer, 
team leader, trainer to my present role 
as Tech Support manager for 
microwave link deployment. Most of 
which has been in the UK but there was 
a 2 year stint in the Far East covering 
China, Hong Kong and Malaysia. 
 
I look forward to taking on the role of 
ACTC Treasurer, partly as a way of 
giving something back to the sport that I 
have enjoyed over the years. I’m not 
competing at the moment but may 
return in the future. 
 
Best wishes 
 
Paul 
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Bill’s Bits  
 

I  finished my last Bill’s Bits by saying 
that I was hoping to drive down to 
Spain in the Rocket (a two-seater 
six-cylinder supercharged MG which 

is used for long distance touring). Well, 
after checking and double checking 
everything we set off for Portsmouth 

Ferry Terminal to catch the overnight 
ferry to St Malo on Wednesday 
September 11th. We were being 
accompanied by five friends in two 
modern Skodas and the holiday started 
with a lovely dinner on the ferry before 
turning in for a good night’s sleep. 
08.30hrs the next morning saw us on 
the quay at St Malo in the company of a 
lot of vintage, post vintage and modern 
classic cars who were on their way to 
the Circuit des Remparts d'Angoulême, 

CHAIRMAN’s CHAT 
 

W elcome to my first 
Chairman’s Chat, since I 
have taken over the reigns 
in September I have 

assembled a crack team to take care of 
our Social Media presence and also 
welcome Norton and Keith on board, 
hopefully they will be able to keep 
everyone informed of what’s going on in 
the trials world. 
 
I first started trialling 1992 and have 
been out on the hills continuous since 
then, in my time competing in 8 different 
cars, any guesses? Free Costa Coffee 
to the first correct answer. Been as far 
up country as the Durham Dales and 
have retired at least once from all events 
through the years. 
 
Our aim is to steady the numbers 
entering events then hopefully add 
numbers entering the trials and into the 
championship which has been on the 
decline for a few years now. 
 
2020 gives us the chance to include all 
competitors in the ACTC tables as a 
competition license will not be needed 
for entering, just your £11 membership. 
 
Chris Barham who has taken on the 
bikes has a very difficult task of getting 
bike numbers up, so please give Chris 

all your help, currently there are only 6 
bikers entered into the Championship, 
so a big push is aimed for 2020, Watch 
this space. 
 
Another change will see the 6-monthly 
meeting of the member clubs moving 
from Bristol to Exeter, there should be at 
least 2 of us there. It is hoped with some 
decent Wi-Fi we can make the meeting 
more interactive for those who can’t 
make it. 
 
In 2020 we shall see the introduction of 
the new class 90 for the Suzuki X90 and 
changes to the bike classes, later on at 
the March meeting we shall be 
discussing some proposals from the 
Dellow Owner’s Club for their 
reclassification. 
 
Also, I would like to see an increase in 
the Advertising within Restart by offering 
free membership and electronic copy of 
Restart to all advertisers, if anyone 
would like to take this up let me know. 
 

Dave 
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a race circuit near Bordeaux. The 
Circuit des Remparts classic car race 
was first staged back in 1939 and is 
held on the third weekend each 
September. The weekend-long events 
sees classic cars hurtling around the 
ancient roads of the pretty French hill-
top town of Angoulême. The track 
hasn’t changed since that first race and 
is one of the very few motor races to 
take place within the walls of a town. 
The course itself is very demanding, 
twisting around the Angouleme 
ramparts and contains two right-angle 
bends and three hairpins. 
 
The reason we were all sitting on the 
Quay was because the French Customs 
wanted to give us a flavour of what it 
might be like going to France after 
Brexit. They insisted on seeing all 
documents before allowing us to 
continue our journeys! 
 
We were originally going to travel down 
to Niort on our first day of French 
motoring, a trip of just over 200 miles, 
but the District of Niort is in a Green 
Zone which means that the District 
“Prefect” can decide as late as 16.00hrs 
the day before, not to let certain cars 
into that area the next day if the air 
quality drops below a certain level. With 
the risk of not being able to get to our 
hotel, we cancelled that booking and 
instead made for Loches which was a 
free zone. We had three stops in France 
on our way down to Spain, then spent 4 
days in our favourite hotel in Begur 
about ¾ mile inland from the 
Mediterranean. Begur is a lovely old, 
small Spanish town where most of the 
narrow streets are pedestrian only. 
There are many fantastic restaurants 
serving a wide variety of great food and 
bars that serve the largest G&Ts I’ve 
seen! There are some great walks in the 
area, some quite challenging, it’s a 
place we found by accident quite a few 
years ago and have been back at least 
once a year since. 
 

Our return journey took us the length of 
the Pyrenees to Santander tackling on 
the way many Cols and passes 
affording us some fantastic views. All in 
all, the whole trip was a very enjoyable 
experience and I’m pleased to say that 
the Rocket performed like a dream! On 
the ferry back to Plymouth once again 
we had some good company, we were 
surrounded by 10 Lamborghinis who 
had been on a Club Run in France. 
 
Having got home our next duty was 
marshalling on the Edinburgh Trial. Our 
team was looking after Clough Mine. 
We drove up to Derbyshire on the 
Friday and went to the section to make 
sure everything was OK for the next 
day. The section looked quite 
challenging, but it was marked out and 
all we needed to do on Saturday was to 
erect the various boards and paint the 
restart lines. When the competitors 
arrived, the section did indeed prove to 
be quite a challenge with many failing it 
quite low down. It didn’t really improve 
until right at the end when it dried out a 
little. This scribing was done before any 
results were published but the failure 
rate seemed very high. 
 
Our next trials outing is down to 
Cornwall where we are marshalling on 
the Tamar Trial, we look forward to 
catching up with friends and the gossip. 
Norton Selwood has kindly agreed to 
bounce for me on the Allen Trial which 
takes place on Sunday 24th November, 
so I will be spending time in the garage 
making sure the MG J2 is ready for that 
outing. 
 
.  

Bill Bennett 
 
(Editor’s Note: See page 26 for a photo 
of Bill enjoying himself on Clough Mine!) 
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Bike Bits and Stuff 
 

W ell it’s been a busy “off 
season” here at The Bikers 
Bits Mansion”.. I have 
finally got the BSA C15T I 

picked up after the Northern Trial 
finished, after telling the wife it only 
required a tidy up it took a lot more time 
and money than I planned but it was all 
worth it. Rode it on the Taw and 
Torridge Trial And was really pleased 
with its performance. Eventually got 
used the brake and gear change being 
on opposite sides! It’s definitely twice as 
heavy as the Sherco, twice as loud but 
twice as much fun too.  
 
We’ve had the the ACTC AGM which is 
bringing forth an interesting time for 
motorcycles competing in Classic Trials. 
Some of the rules have changed slightly 
and hopefully it’s going to help boost the 
numbers entering events.  
 
Class A now is for pre 1970 derived 
fames and engines, so now is the time 
to recommission that Enfield India and 
hit the hills! Or be really brave (foolish) 
and try a new Triumph Scrambler off 
road, the salesman at Triumph did tell 
me it would go anywhere but wouldn’t 
let me have a test ride to prove it 
wouldn’t. Boring chap.  
 
The relaxation of the compulsory 
nosecone for sidecars should see some 
more crews entering on their enduro 
outfits, with the appropriate tyres fitted, 
and joining our ranks. We will always 
see the traditional outfit competing but 
with plenty of enduro crews wishing to 
join in a day’s sport they too will be able 
to compete in class and get in the 
results. Wheels on the hills are what it’s 
all about after all.  
 
Another rule change is swopping a 
minimum wheelbase for minimum seat 
height. This will allow more bikes to 
compete in events in class. This will 

leave Class X for one day road legal 
trials bikes and bikes running incorrect 
tyres. So, with more bikes we end up 
with the next exciting piece of news. 
 
We are introducing, in 2020, a new solo 
class. Class B3. A class for the lighter 
more modern, trials-based bikes. The 
idea behind this class is so that those 
folks on trail/enduro bikes in class Class 
B2 won’t have to have direct 
competition with the more nimble bikes. 
I’ve spoken to many riders over the 
years and there’s been grumbles on 
how they, on bigger machines, are 
against the “cheats bikes” as they’ve 
been tagged. (in good humour I’ll add). 
Now the classes will have an official 
divide so again it’ll hopefully bring more 
bikes out riding and having fun. We’ve 
just got to finalise the nitty gritty details 
of which models to add to Class B3 and 
we’ll be ready for next year.  
 
The new ACTC committee is pushing 
towards increasing the numbers of 
bikes entering events and The 
Championship. Let’s hope that this is 
the way forward. Time will tell if we’ve 
got it right.  
 
In the meantime, I’ll be dealing with oil 
leaks and plenty of fettling time with my 
Beezer, I might also get around to riding 
the Montesa 248 I bought too, or just 
sell it.. who knows?  
 
Until we all chat again, feet up and keep 
your boots clean.  
 
All the best  
 

Chris Barham 
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Yorkshire Dales Trial by Sam 
Phillips 
 

T he month of May saw the return 
of the Yorkshire Dales Trial and 
after not competing since March 
I was keen to take to the hills 

once again. After my first overall win on 
the Durham Trial two months ago I was 
excited for the popular Yorkshire trial as 
this event would be my first trial as a 
driver. As ever I was joined by my Dad 
who was to be my passenger for the 
day.  
 
An easy journey up the motorway saw 
us arrive in good time for the trial and 
after scrutineering we were ready for a 
day of hill climbing. I was running as car 
number 71 behind some excellent 
trailers like Paul Merson and Nick 
Sherrin and Stuart and Kieran Bartlett. 
We would be closely followed by friend 
and veteran trialler Dean Partington with 
passenger and so-called comedian Bill 
Rhodes.  
 
Watergates 1 was the first section. For 
this climb we had to adhere to the tyre 
pressure rules so would be attempting 
the stage with our tyres on 12 psi. We 
would also have to attempt a restart on 
this section, meaning we would go so 
far up the hill then stop at the restart 
marker and pull away again. After 
negotiating a rocky stream at the start of 
the section I had to put the power down 
as the climb was slippery and wet. We 
made it to the restart, but we began to 
slide back on the wet rock and had to 
grab the hydraulic handbrake at the last 
minute. Luckily, we cleared the restart 
and made it to the end of the section.   
 
After a good start we were straight on to 
Watergates 2 where we could run our 
tyres at our preferred pressure and 
again, we would have a restart to 
contend with on this stage. We started 
the section well and drove cautiously at 
the start as it was narrow and little 

speed was required. The restart was 
placed at the bottom of an incredibly 
steep bank and as I attempted to place 
the car in a good position, I accelerated 
too hard and got wedged on a piece of 
earth. I attempted the restart, but the car 
wasn’t going anywhere so six points 
were added to our score.  
 
A quick journey on the public roads and 
we arrived at a new section known as 
Dry Gill 2. Fortunately, the weather was 
still holding out even though some 
ominous clouds were filling the skies 
above the Yorkshire Dales. This was a 
good section with a tricky ending, 
however, due to the ground being 
reasonably dry it did not challenge us 
too much.  
 
We then travelled on to Strid Wood 1 
and 2. The first of these sections was an 
easy climb requiring minimal throttle as 
there was plenty of traction. The second 
climb was a little trickier and was 
another section where we gained 
unwanted points. Midway along the 
section I had to turn around a rocky 
hairpin bend and once again I was a 
little heavy footed and ended up riding 
the bank on the left-hand side and 
managed to execute what looked like a 
wheelie, however, another four points 
were added to our overall score. 
 
Hawpike would be our next section of 
the day. At the start we had to climb a 
short bank before driving between two 
trees to the restart marker. The restart 
was awkwardly positioned, but the 
section was dry allowing us to complete 
the stage problem free.  
 
It was then on to our first timed section 
of the day at Highfield Farm. A course 
had been laid out with cones and we 
had to complete the stage as fast as we 
could. A rare error from Paul Merson in 
his immaculate Shopland resulted in 
him getting a time penalty and Stuart 
Bartlett opted for a Ken Block style 
approach, drifting his Cannon around 
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the cones. Luckily my attempt was less 
dramatic and I set a reasonably 
competitive time.  
 
Section 7 known as Peel’s Wood was a 
rather disappointing climb for me as I 
once again decided to flaw it at the 
wrong moment. The initial part of the 
climb was good as I went steadily round 
a bend, but I misjudged the amount of 
grip I had and put too much power on, 
resulting in the car running wide and 
colliding with a post. Another nine points 
were added to our score and I was keen 
to improve on my error after the lunch 
stop. 
 
The first section after the break was 
Sword Point 1. This was a long climb 
that twisted between trees in a densely 
forested area. We reached the restart 
with no issues and had plenty of 
traction, enabling us to clear the section 
easily. Sword Point 2 was next and this 
proved to be slightly more challenging. 
The top of the section was covered in 
large roots and deep ruts and as I went 
put the power down, we got stuck and 
however hard we bounced around the 
car was going nowhere, so two points 
were added to our score. 
 
Refuelled, we headed on to Wilsons 
Wood 1 which, despite the restart, was 
less tricky than some of the previous 
sections we had encountered. Next 
came Wilsons Wood 2 and this too 
proved to be an easy section, so it was 
on to the infamous Brimham Lodge, 
filled with newfound confidence after 
two successful climbs.  
 
Section 12 was an excellent climb 
where we did better than expected. With 
the tyres set at 12 PSI it was our turn on 
the section and knew this wouldn’t be 
easy after both Paul and Stuart had 
both scored two points. After starting the 
climb well, we were greeted with a 
sharp left-hand bend that was slippery 
and wet which was then followed by a 
bank that was covered by long grass. 

As we went around the bend, I put my 
foot down and the car had good grip 
over the wet grass, but we stopped 
dead on the crest of the hill, metres from 
clearing the stage. One point was added 
to our overall score, but a fun climb in 
the circumstances. Dean who was next 
and did not disappoint, flying out of the 
section on two wheels and maintaining 
his class 8 lead after the others had 
gained points. 
 
We then drove on to Bluebell Wood 
which was by far the best climb of the 
day. Paul and Nick attempted the climb 
first, but sadly we couldn’t watch all of 
their attempt as the section diverted into 
the woods, so we had to rely on sound 
alone to get an idea of what lay ahead. 
After a lot of revving it came over the 
marshal’s radio that car No. 69 had 
scored 4 which was a blow for their 
chances of a class win. Stuart and 
Kieran had a better run, clearing the 
section well and were still in the mix for 
a class win. It was then my chance to 
tackle the section and had set my tyres 
at a risky 5 psi in order to get as much 
traction as possible. The first part of the 
climb ran alongside a stream and was 
covered in rocks and big bumps, after 
which the section went ninety degrees 
left up a bank, and by bank, I mean wall. 
To make the turn up the bank I ran wide 
and put the power down hard and much 
to our surprise we made it on to the next 
part of the section. We made it to the 
restart where both Paul and Stuart had 
had some difficulty moving away and I 
thought we would struggle ourselves 
when I’d stopped on a large rock.  
 
Rather than going for power to pull 
away from the restart I increased the 
revs on our Volkswagen Buggy, slowly 
released the handbrake and we moved 
away with no wheelspin at all. We then 
continued along a grassy track before 
the section diverted again over a gully 
and up between more trees and 
bluebells. At the bottom of the diversion 
was a large mound of muddy earth 
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where Paul and Nick had got stuck, 
therefore a good amount of power would 
be needed to make it to the end of the 
stage. I ran wide in order to get a good 
run at next part of the hill and flawed it 
over the gully and launched over the 
mound of earth in our way with our front 
wheels in the air. Once the car had 
landed, we carried on to the end of the 
section and were very pleased to have 
cleared a demanding climb. Dean’s 
hopes of a class win were shattered 
when he got stuck on a rock at the 
restart and gained 6 points so it looked 
like Stuart and Kieran would be claiming 
victory on this occasion.  
 
The final stage of the day, Longside 
Wood, was a gentle climb to finish what 
had been an excellent trial and after 

clearing the section, we headed back to 
the start to collect our certificate. The 
results were published a few days after 
the event and I was pleased to have 
finished forth in class behind Stuart and 
Kieran, Paul and Nick and Dean and Bill 
with an overall score of 22 points which 
was a promising result considering it 
was my first event as a driver.  
 
The Yorkshire Dales Trial is a fantastic 
event and allows for every trialler to 
have some fun, whether you’re driving 
an old VW Beetle, and Suzuki X90 or a 
more bespoke class 8 car. I look forward 
to taking part in more trials in the 2019 
and will return to the hills of Yorkshire 
next year.  

The Yorkshire Dales Trial by 
Ian Collins 
 

I n 1968 I joined the Nomads 
motorcycle club and was quickly 
persuaded by Tony Jeffery and Mike 
Slatter to enter my Greeves Scottish 

in the Land’s End Trial that Easter. This 
was to be my first competitive off-road 
event. Some cobbled-up lights, more 
padding on the seat, and 52 teeth on the 
rear sprocket and I was all set. I can still 
feel the excitement of seeing Bluehills 
Mine from the approach road on a 
Sunny Easter Saturday. All together 
there were 9 entries from the Nomads in 
that trial and all of us were in our late 
teens, 20s or 30s. 
 
Rather a different story now, I have 
decided the 2018 Land’s End will be my 
last, but I still have the urge to ride in 
shorter long-distance trials, even better 
if they are in daylight. So riding in this 
year’s Yorkshire Dales event (my 
second) was a good way to scratch that 
particular itch. The guys I ride with are 
now in their 60s and 70s, all are friends I 
have made on MCC events, and 6 of us 

came together to ride in Yorkshire. I was 
joined by Mick and Roy Jefferys on their 
MZs, Paul Davey on his Serow, Tony 
Bishop on his Tiger Cub, and Gary 
McCarthy. My own bike history covers 2 
Greeves, Honda xl185 and tlr250r, Tiger 
Cub and Serow, but I had a new (to me) 
bike for this event, a Honda TLR200. I 
had to rush to get it Mot’d 2 days before 
the event, and sort out the carburation 
to stop it stalling, but I’m pleased to say 
the bike went very well despite my lack 
of preparation. Though it did get more 
and more difficult to find neutral as the 
trial went on.  
 
We gathered in Pateley Bridge on the 
Saturday evening for a pleasant time in 
the pub before retiring to vans, tents or 
B+Bs for the night. Up early next 
morning for scrutineering and breakfast 
before an 8am start. Nice to start an 
event in the daylight for a change; the 
weather stayed fine all day.  
 
The first section, Watergate 1, is 
straightforward but the next (Watergate 
3 for us bikers) I remember from last 
year as being particularly tricky, and so 
it proves. My approach is hesitant, given 
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last year’s experience, and soon after 
the start I make the mistake of looking at 
a rock I want to avoid, hitting it, and then 
footing for the rest is a long section, 
egged on by shouts of encouragement 
from Gary and Tony, alternately with 
back wheel spinning or front wheel lifting 
according to the available grip. 
 
Off we go to the next section, straight up 
a long steep hillside with a tricky bit 
towards the end which all of us dealt 
with by switching sides from right to left 
part way up. Tony’s Cub chugs up going 
slower and slower and sounding like it 
might stall, but we hold our breath, will it 
on, and he pulls through unscathed.  
 
We continue following our Tulip route 
cards to the next section. When I started 
out on my first long distance trial I used 
an old WD mapcase slung round my 
neck, leaning forward to put it in light 
from the headlight at night, but the roller 
type roadbook with built in illumination is 
a great improvement. On one section 
the start marshal has veterinary surgeon 
written on the back of his jacket, I’m 
thinking that I hope he doesn’t have his 
humane killer with him to deal with 
riders who fail..... 
 

Short pieces of road work through great 
scenery are interspersed between the 
sections; overall we will cover around 80 
miles, 2 special tests and 15 sections 
means there is plenty to keep us busy. 
On the first test I as usual overestimate 
my ability to brake to a standstill on 
damp grass but by taking an oblique 
approach to the finish line I just manage 
to avoid overrunning. And still I don’t 
post a very good time so need to think 
about my technique perhaps. 
 
The sections are mostly natural climbs 
with a variety of surfaces, mud, rocks, 
gullies, steps, loose pine needles. All of 
which post different challenges. And, of 
course there are a few well-placed 
restarts just to make life more difficult. 
Perhaps the most unusual surface is 
section 17, Bluebell Wood, which makes 
for a very scenic challenge that seems 
slightly sacrilegious to ride through. 
 
We all make it to the end, no significant 
bike problems and no need to dig out 
tool kits. One of the great things about 
riding with friends of course is that you 
do have others to gather round and help 
if you do have a problem which can be a 
huge help. 
 

The Yorkshire Dales Trial by 
Pat Toulmin 
 

W e haven’t done the 
Yorkshire Dales for a 
couple of years, so 
Jonathan decided to enter 

this year, as we have always enjoyed 
this trial (even for a Lancastrian! – him 
not me) We decided to just drive there 
for the day, so it was a very early start – 
we left home at 5.30am and arrive at 
the start at the Pateley Bridge Auction 
Centre at 8.21am. We see Myke 
Pocock, Fred Mills and Adrian Tucker-
Peake in front of us in the scrutineering 
queue. It was very sunny and there are 
a couple of families who had come to 

see what was going on. We have a chat 
with a couple of people who had never 
seen an X90 before! They have now 
……… The scrutineering queue had to 
negotiate a very large lorry parked in 
the way – wonder if it was there when 
the organisers set out scrutineering? 
Jonathan was tempted to do a 
handbrake turn to avoid it… but decided 
on a three-point turn like everyone else. 
The scrutineers had problems checking 
what was in Myke’s boot – his spare 
wheel carrier was compromised by the 
next car parking very close. 
 
Over breakfast at the Tea Cups Café 
we chat to Fred and Carol – Carol 
related an interesting story when 
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passengering in the Marlin previously – 
she started the event with a bad back, 
strangely bouncing the Marlin cured it! 
We meet Derek’s ‘new’ bouncer Aidan 
Dobson-Booth, who has only competed 
in an Austin 7 before – how will he find 
an X90? We enjoy an egg and bacon 
roll and Tony Branson leaves his 
paperwork behind, so we rescue it for 
him. The start marshal was very 
pleased with the weather – previously 
had marshalled on the 2018 Land’s End 
and nearly caught hypothermia. 
 
On the Approach to Section 1, 
Watergate 1, we see bike number 18, 
Richard West, BSA – had he broken 
down? Strangely this is the only bike we 
see all day?? It is a long track to the 
section, but there are lots of bluebells to 
admire. We arrive at the section start at 
9.46 – 7 minutes from our start time. 
However, there is a long queue here, 
but there are lovely views to admire, 
including the top of Watergate 2. 
Watergate 1 had a 10psi minimum tyre 
pressure limit and Jonathan went down 
to 11.5psi. The start marshal uses the 
drivers’ tyre pressure gauges to check! 
And then it’s through the ford to the 
start – we clear this one OK. There is a 
restart for classes 6,7, and 8. 
 
As we wait for Watergate 2 we see 
Tony broken down. His fuel pump has 
packed up. He has a spare, so hopes 
that one will work. On the section we 
get a 2. From the start it is a steep 
descent, then a very sharp Left and 
then very steep up to the finish. 
Watergate 3 is for bikes only, as is Dry 
Gill 1. On the way to Dry Gill 2 we drive 
through Greenhow village – I see a 
church, a school, but no ‘pub, is this a 
record? Also, there are beautiful views 
of the Dales, as we enter the National 
Park for the first time.  
 
We nearly miss the turn into Dry Gill 2. 
John Bell is at the section start and he 
comments that this section was set out 
expecting wet weather, so we expect it 

will be easy. However, we fail at the 4 – 
it was incredibly bumpy and I hit my 
head on the roof. Jonathan suspects 
that the ‘new’ diff he fitted for the Land’s 
End is very high, but we manage to 
restart and don’t have to return to the 
start or be towed out.  
 
On the way to the three Strid Wood 
sections there are more lovely views 
and on the track to the road we see a 
chick of some kind of game bird. We 
are following Fred and his car is 
smoking quite badly – hope he doesn’t 
have to retire, especially as he opens 
the gate for us! Also we see lots of 
cyclists enjoying the weather and there 
are some lovely Forget Me Nots – 
makes a change from Bluebells! 
 
Strid Wood 1 has a very steep 
approach. Dave Cook is taking 
photographs here. We are clear. Strid 
Wood 2 – Jonathan notes that there the 
car has a lack of torque, probably due 
to the higher gearing and I hit my head 
again…. And this time it really hurts!! 
We get a 2 here. Strid Wood 3 – a 
straight climb up this one and we clear 
with no problems. At the bottom we see 
Myke Pocock broken down with no 
clutch. After several jokes about his 
crutch and describing the car as a skip 
(not much use for anything else!) we set 
off for Hawpike. 
 
We pass Bolton Abbbey, which not 
surprisingly is very busy on such a 
lovely day. There is an interesting 
bridge that we go under – it has a 
height warning but needs a width one 
as well – it wasn’t much wider that the 
X90! Another bridge comes later, this 
time a disused railway. 
 
Hawpike, section 8 – This is through the 
farm, down into field and the section 
winds up through the trees. We watch 
number 88, John Heppenstall get what 
we think is a 12, but the results gave 
him 6. The start is very greasy as we 
have to drive through a stream just 
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before it. Think it is the trickiest start on 
this event? We are clear. It is then a 
long drive across fields on the way to 
Highfield Farm Timed Test. This is set 
out on a field and is a wiggly course – 
lines A to G. Jonathan thinks he 
sprinting his racing car again and goes 
flat out, to the amusement of a few 
spectators who are there. 
 
Peel’s Wood is next. There are quite a 
few spectators here among the 
bluebells, including some children (good 
to see). Class 8 and the bikes have a 
different start here. They go down to the 
left and join the main track just before 
the class 6, 7 and 8 restart. We watch 
John Heppenstall, Peugeot 205, fail at 
the restart. After much pushing by the 
marshals and then a tow from a Landie 
– both to no avail – the Landie pulls 
while the marshals push and together 
they get the Pug going again. The 
ground was much softer than it looked. 
The restart is marked rather strangely. 
The red poles straddle half the track to 
the right and there is a yellow pole on 
the far left, leaving a gap of a car’s 
width. We don’t have to do the restart, 
so Jonathan decides to go to the left 
between the red and yellow poles. I 
notice at the top that the finish marshal 
is making a querying gesture to the 
restart marshal, so we stop and talk to 
them. Jonathan thinks that he has 
convinced them that his route wasn’t a 
fail, but when the provisional results 
arrive we are given a fail…. 
 
The lunch halt was next. Run especially 
for the trial by club members it was very 
well organised and set in the woods, 
about a mile from the Sword Point 
sections. Good parking and a separate 
ladies loo! Unfortunately, when we got 
there they had just run out of burgers! 
However, a very good bacon and Brie 
roll was available for me and sausages 
for Jonathan. The bacon and Brie roll 
used to be a Shelsley speciality by 
fellow sprinter Alan Richards at his 
burger bar in the Esses. Here we catch 

up with Hal Branson in his Marlin. His 
bouncer Barry manages to sit on one of 
the rear mudguards and it breaks away 
from the body – after all this time he 
should know better???! Jonathan lends 
them some tank tape, so they are fine. 
Hal tells us that Tony has had to retire, 
as the spare fuel pump didn’t work 
either. (NB after the trial Tony ‘phones 
us and tells Jonathan that a third fuel 
pump, one that Jonathan gave him with 
the car worked perfectly when he got 
home, despite his thinking it looked 
broken!) 
 
On the way to the Sword Point sections 
we drive through Dob’s Splash – it is 
very rough and just like a section. Also 
the road after this had enormous 
potholes – it won’t survive as a tarmac 
road for much longer. It is then right into 
the woods for Sword Point. Sword Point 
1 looked easy and is straight up through 
the trees, but we fail the start. Jonathan 
thinks he didn’t let the tyres down 
sufficiently. The track between the two 
sections is single track and with failures 
coming in two directions it is a bit 
chaotic. Sword Point 2 starts on the 
track and then there is a very sharp 
right into the wood. At section ends 
there is a very sharp right turn to avoid 
a very large rock. Despite letting the 
tyres down some more we score a 3.  
 
On the way to Wilson’s Wood for 
sections 13 and 14 we see number 84, 
Alan Bee in his X90 stopped at a 
crossroads. He has a broken clutch 
cable. Jonathan offers him our spare 
one, but he declines as the job is too 
difficult for the side of the road. We stop 
at Stump’s Garage at Darley for fuel. It 
is very small, quaint and old-fashioned, 
just like something from ‘Heartbeat!’ 
This contrasts rather with the ‘golf balls’ 
of the Menwith Hill RAF Station that we 
have just passed. I managed not to 
make any notes for Wilson’s Wood 1 
and 2, but I recollect that they are side 
by side. We clear both of them OK. 
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MECVC LDT 14th July 2019 
by Graham Lampkin 
 

W hen it finally arrived, what a 
great day. The weather was 
warm & dry, the traffic light.  
 

39 entrants lined up at the start, all sorts 
of folk on all sorts of bikes. There were 
Hondas from monkey bikes, step 
throughs to dedicated trail bikes. Old 
British rigids were well represented as 
were the springers, modern trail and 
adventure bikes were numerous. From 
50cc to 450cc, something to suit all 
tastes. 
 
Section 1 (Anderton’s Alley) was a U-
shaped track on moorland. A good one 
to warm up on. Section 2 (Old Mills) a 
stony byway that caused few problems. 
Section 3 (Mad Dog) was another stony 
track, this time downhill with a re-start 
followed by a slalom that a grass snake 
would have found tight.  
 
It was then through Alston on the road 
to section 4, the timed section - a 
straight forward blast along the track. 
The route then crossed the road & went 
along a B.O.A.T. back through Alston 
and up the hill to Blagill, a field with 4 

sections on the hill side. 3 out of 4 were 
good tests of skill, but safe (first & last 
with restarts), the 3rd section was a 
straightforward climb up the grassy hill. 
 
More road and another 2 B.O.A.T.s to 
Beaumont, a classic undulating track 
with a restart. More road work to Steve’s 
Pleasure where 2 more sections waited, 
a straight blast up the moor, crossing a 
few ditches, and a track across the 
valley bottom including crossing the 
river. The first caused few problems but 
dropping into the river demanded 
caution. 
 
Further down the lanes lurked Chicken 
Hut 1 & 2. These are grassy climbs and 
were great fun to finish with. 
 
The Club had then arranged an 
excellent Sunday lunch for all entrants 
(included in the entry fee) and marshals 
(free), creating a friendly atmosphere for 
the comparison of notes, tall stories etc. 
This went down well with all, and all 
expressed what a good day they had. 
 
RESULTS 
 
!st Class A  Paul Farley 
1st Class B     Adam Lynam 
1st Class C      Lee Abbott 

Brimham Lodge is section 15 and is very 
steep and muddy through grassy banks 
– we score a 3. On the way to Somerset 
Field, the second timed section we pass 
Hal and car 97, John McLear who are 
both lost – they say very lost! I show 
them where we are in the route book 
and they are very grateful! It was very 
good to see David Golightly marshalling 
Somerset Field. We try to start at the 
end, but he puts us right. 
 
Our last section is section 18, Longside 
Wood and there is a very steep downhill 
road with five very deep drainage 
culverts (almost another section!) on the 
way there. There is a long queue for 

Longside Wood, but the views again are 
stunning as we are high above the road, 
with extremely green fields and sight of 
the Reservoir. There are quite a few 
walkers here and Tony arrives to watch 
in his tow car. This last section is a good 
blast and we get a clear. Always a good 
finish. Before leaving this wood there is 
a tea stall, run by locals in aid of 
activities for the local school children, so 
of course we patronise them. On the 
way back to the start/finish we see lots 
of MX5s coming the other way, 
obviously on some sort of rally. 
 
Thanks to the organisers and marshals 
for a good day out. 
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President’s Trial Photos 
by Duncan Stephens  

 
 
 
 
 
Dave Haizelden,  
Reliant Scimitar 

 
 
 
Roger Hancock,  
VW Buggy 

 
 
 

Stuart Green, 
SG Gruffalo RE 
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This Purple’s not for turning 
by Alan Black 
 

A s the tourist season got under 
way at Easter and “Purple” 
went into the garage for the 
summer I repeated to myself 

the usual words, “just a check over and 
service required and that will be it”. But, 
as in all previous summers I started 
thinking what changes I could make to 
improve my hill climbing, apart from a 
new driver! So off with the rear frame, 
build a new one with more ground 
clearance and refit. Then it started - 
reposition the fuel pump and filter, turn 
the battery around, new number plate 
and light, new exhaust as the old was 
now too long, new repositioned box for 
ballast and tool box location, different 
sump guard plus many more 
modifications to complete the work.  
 
The result certainly tidied the rear of 
“Purple” but would it help on the first trial 
I had entered, the Exmoor Clouds? 
 
The forecast for the day was very good 
and as the start was only 35 minutes 
away we did not have to leave home too 
early and had a nice drive to Wheddon 
Cross where we unloaded in the cattle 
market and from there drove to the Rest 
and Be Thankful for scrutineering. There 
was a good entry for class 8 and several 
strong contenders for overall honours. 
 
It was good to see that Paul Merson had 
been joined by Bryan Corfield in the 
other Shopland plus Ryan Tonkin, 
Simon Oakes and Gareth White making 
up a Cornish trio with Dean Partington 
as the first car away. We had the fortune 
to be given last away in class 8 so could 
get some idea of the sections which was 
a help as I had not entered many trials 
over the previous 18 months.      
 
In glorious weather we left the start and 
headed to the first section, the familiar 
Robins Nest. I had struggled before on 
the turn after the restart but there was 
also a “chicane” up a small bank on the 

right just after the start which we crept 
around and also cleared the restart with 
no major revving. Unfortunately, I was 
given a 5 in the results for rolling back 
out of the box but at the time was very 
pleased with the way “Purple” climbed. 
 
Surprise results on this test were that 
both Shoplands had not recorded a 
clear when last year neither were 
bettered in class 8 on this section in 
much worse conditions! We blew the 
tyres up, moved across the field and 
completed the Wildlake Special Test in 
a mid - range time of 15 seconds and no 
markers hit! 
 
On the way to the next section, Broford, 
we nearly made the same mistake as 
last year by sailing past the Chilley 
Bridge turn but this year realised it 
straight way and turned back and along 
the track to the section. At the class 8 
restart there was another “chicane” to 
the right with a large rock which 
unfortunately was buried when Dean 
Partington arrived and subsequently 
stopped him. In his efforts he had made 
it visible, so we were able to avoid it and 
again with some revving record a clear. 
A big surprise again that both 
Shoplands did not clear the restart so I 
had to have a word with Paul Merson 
later to get him to buck his ideas up, the 
pressure of scoring lower than him was 
so unusual that I was getting worried! 
 
From Broford we drove to Pinn Quarry 
1 which this year was for motorbikes, 
sidecars and class 8 only. I took it gently 
and cleared the section but again Paul 
stopped, this time at the 7, so now more 
serious words were had with Nick 
Sherrin for more effort – the pressure 
was getting even worse for me now. 
Pinn Quarry Two was a tight undulating 
twisty grass section where the first of my 
“this Purple’s not for turning” moments 
occurred when I was late spotting a 
marker at a tight left and even though on 
full lock slide slowly into the fence at the 
next sharp right. I had to reverse out 
and recorded a 3 but at least Paul 
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cleared so the balance was tipping his 
way and pressure reducing. 
 
We now had a beautiful drive over the 
moors via County Gate and the Doone 
Valley with clear views to Wales as we 
made our way to Southern Wood. This 
was in a beautiful setting with a stream 
by the start and the good feeling 
continued with a steady climb on a stony 
surface to record a clear.  
  
After a short drive we came to Floyds 
Bank 1 and 2, both having previously 
featured on the Exmoor trial. In wet 
conditions the grass can be very 
slippery but as it was fairly dry a tyre 
minimum of 12PSI had been applied on 
the first. Before the start Paul and Nick 
had problems with their compressor so 
we helped with our compressor before 
starting, free air as well!! After clearing 
the restart, I had my normal exited “I 
cleared it I cleared it” spell and missed 
the sharp turn at the end so recorded a 
1. The second section at Floyds was 
muddier and my normal form continued 
when I got stuck on a rock at the restart 
and even with lots of revs and smoke 
could not move. In class 8 only Dean 
and Paul cleared this with the rest of us 
collecting a 4 or 5.  
 
The run to the next section was through 
Porlock and over the top of the moors 
again so it was very picturesque with the 
sun out and blue sky, the joy of early 
September trialling. Bratton Ball was 
next and although twisty and slightly 
rough over tree roots was kind to us and 
we cleared the restart and the section. 
 
The next four sections were all in a 
wood adjacent to the A39 where years 
ago I managed to injure myself on a 
sidecar outfit so every year I can’t stop 
telling my passenger where the air 
ambulance landed and how it managed 
to miss the telegraph wires. How he 
stops himself saying he wished they had 
left me there I do not know, what a nice 
person he is!   
 

Headon 1 had minimum 12PSI tyre 
pressure for class 8. Although it was 
long very twisty and with some rough 
parts it was dry, so we took it steadily 
and recorded a clear, much excitement 
and no mistakes, but just you wait. 
 
Next was Lena’s which had a tricky 
restart where I did not pull the 
handbrake hard enough and rolled back 
out of the box to record a 7. I pulled 
away and finished the section regretting 
my error but aware that I had reduced 
the size of the slave cylinder to give less 
movement and forgot I therefore needed 
more effort to hold the car, was this the 
same  problem I had on section 1, 
Robins Nest? 
 
We had been on our own for a while but 
as we arrived to do Headon 2 we were 
backed up behind most of the bikes and 
cars waiting to do Headon 1 which used 
the same start. This caused a long 
delay, but it was still a beautiful day so 
no real hardship sitting in the car waiting 
or chatting with other drivers. We had 
not seen Paul Merson for a while, and 
he explained that he had been home 
after Floyds bank and collected a spare 
compressor so had dropped down the 
order. When we moved forward Headon 
2, like 1, had minimum 12PSI tyre 
pressures with a direction change in the 
section. Up to the restart was twisty 
around a tree and featured exposed tree 
roots so I repeated the steady approach 
but nearly rolled back again before a 
vigorous pull on the handbrake held us 
and we cleared it - subdued excitement 
this time. 
 
The fourth and last section in the woods 
was Pridd’s Delight which featured 
another steep, rutted and root covered 
restart cresting over a rise into a field. I 
remembered to apply full force on the 
handbrake this time and pulled away to 
record a clear. 
 
The route to the next section skirted 
Minehead and here we detoured to fill 
with petrol before re-joining the route 
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along the A39 and turning off towards 
Croydon hall and the next section 
Felons Oak. The smiling face of Charlie 
Shopland, builder of the cars Paul 
Merson and Bryn Corfield were driving, 
greeted us and after the usual 
humorous comment we set off. It was a 
long section between banks, stony and 
rough in places with the restart on a 
rocky patch but we took it gently all the 
way and emerged at the end with a 
clear.  
 
After clearing three section in a row I 
knew it was too good to be true and as 
expected the run was halted when we 
tackled the next one. Slowley, I knew 
from experience, had to be driven as the 
name suggests but we had a repeat of 
“this Purple’s not for turning” and slide 
gently into fallen branches trying to 
negotiate a tight turn around a tree on 
full lock and came away with a 5. The 
results highlighted what a simple error I 
had made as every other car cleared 
this section! 
 
We moved the short distance to 
Maddocks which for the first time in my 
experience was not the usual full throttle 
blast through thick rutted mud but 
instead was a steady drive with tight 
turns around a tree and across a grassy 
slope, through a kind restart for a clear. 
 
While sitting at the side of the road 
waiting to enter Battels the sound of 
revving engines could be heard and 
from my experience, I knew what was 
causing it, a very difficult restart. My 
suspicions were confirmed as we swung 
wide left and hard right to stop on the R 
line then dropped the clutch and sat 
there as the cloud of tyre smoke 
increased around us with no forward 
movement and a score of 6. When we 
reversed out I could see the well-
polished stone that all of us with a 
restart in class 8 had been unable to 
clear, in fact even with no restart only 
Matt Facey and Ray Ferguson in 
contrasting styles cleared the section, a 
great effort by both. 

Next was Nurcott Pitts where 
previously I had been so busy talking to 
Dean Partington that I forgot to deflate 
rear tyres and got stuck on the restart! 
No such error this time as we cleared 
and moved to the Nurcott Pitts Special 
Test where I was over-cautious and 
recorded the slowest time for the test. 
 
Only Pitt Bridge left now so we queued 
as normal on the road verge to await our 
attempt. I set the rear tyres very low as I 
knew in previous years maximum grip 
was needed and the section was very 
steep in places. A big thank you here to 
Nick Sherrin, Paul Merton’s passenger, 
who came over from the queue of 
completed cars to tell me that several 
cars had the front wheels high up in the 
air at the restart and advised more 
pressure would be safer.   
 
I quickly put more air in and set off only 
to have another “this Purple’s not for 
turning” moment when I only saw a 
marker post at the last minute and could 
not make the following turn in time. 
Having reversed out I carried on, 
regretting the error as I cleared the very 
sharp and steep restart. So it was all 
over and following a short drive we 
parked in The Rest and Be Thankful and 
signed off. Outside siting in the sunshine 
having a well-earned drink were the 
“Shopland Crew” so after some friendly 
sarcasm we loaded Purple and drove 
home. When the provisional results 
were issued they showed Dean 
Partington winning class 8 by a good 
margin with the next 4 fairly closely 
bunched with Paul Merson coming 
through for second.  
 
The simple mistakes I made with the 
handbrake and “this Purple is not for 
turning” increased my score by at least 
21 points although on the plus side, 
even though it was dry Purple’s grip 
seems to have improved following the 
summer work. Homework for me, is 
learn to concentrate and get rid of “The 
Iron Ladies” spirit influence on the 
turns!!! 
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Working Up to the 2019 
Exmoor Clouds by Martin 
Kelly 
 

S aturday morning, early January 
2018, under a leaden sky, a 
brutally cold morning with frost 
on the tarmac, it’s the day of 

the Exeter Trial, not for me though, dear 
reader, I have my head wedged in the 
passenger footwell of my VW van, 
hands stuffed through the bulkhead, 
knuckles grazed on the oily engine 
block, trying to set the diesel pump 
timing on a vehicle that obstinately 
refuses to run without going into limp 
mode. We’ve been doing this for several 
weeks, since it threw its timing belt 
tensioner. Every weekend, in the 
doorway at work, through rain, sleet, hail 
and snow, Jason refusing to accept 
defeat, we know a lot more about diesel 
engines now. 
 
“What you going to do with yourself at 
weekends when this is finished?” I ask 
him through the less than generous 
aperture provided by Volkswagen for 
rear engine access that I’m mashing my 
spanner clutching, frozen hands 
through. “Dunno, why?” “Well I was 
thinking we might get a car and have a 
go at the Exeter and Land’s End Trials”. 
Living in Exeter, raised on a diet of rally 
spectating by my mechanic father, I’d 
been daydreaming about having a crack 
at the Exeter since seeing the event at 
Fingle Hill when I was walking the dog a 
few years previously. “I’m in”. 
 
Fast forward four weeks, to a day about 
as miserable as February can muster, 
rain pelting the windscreen, I’m hanging 
on for dear life as Jason seems intent 
on wringing every horse from under the 
bonnet of the Z3 we’re testing. The deal 
is done, a very tidy car is ours for a 
ridiculously small sum. A few weeks 
later, we realise we’re in over our heads; 
that we have absolutely no idea how to 
make this car into a trialler, that we lack 

sufficient garage space, time, 
knowledge, and desire to convert this 
car we have bought, in virtually 
showroom condition, into a mud 
plugging, battered… well, wreck.  
 
Cue a trip to Southampton chasing an 
MX5 advertised in the MCC newsletter. 
It’s obvious she needs work; the 
differential howls, the brakes pull to one 
side, from somewhere behind me the 
suspension crashes and bangs, and the 
tyres… Let’s not talk about the tyres. 
But she’s jacked up, the wheels are 
strengthened, she’s got bash guards 
front and back, spare wheels bolted 
onto the boot lid and a big yellow tow 
strop draped over the bonnet. The 
mechanical stuff we can sort, this’ll do. 
The Bavarian beauty is passed on to a 
new owner and a courier is enlisted to 
deliver the Mazda to Devon. A week 
later it arrives, our driver less than 
enamoured with the quality of the ride, 
not to mention the walk to the bus stop, 
or the frequency of buses from 
Hemyock.  
 
So, to our first event, the Somerset 
Scatter; a navigation epic organised by 
the MCC. Really two events rolled into 
one - Friday night across Exmoor and 
Saturday over the Mendips and the 
Somerset Levels. I’m driving the night 
and Jason is driving the day. We have 
the time of our lives; collecting points in 
the mist, driving some of my favourite 
roads, memories of watching road rallies 
with my Dad back in the eighties, 
occasional meetings with other 
competitors pursuing their own routes 
through the darkness. Back to the pub 
for breakfast and a rest break, cards 
stamped, I think I got a gold, not a bad 
start. Jason’s turn to take the wheel, a 
fast run up the motorway to get through 
Cheddar and up the gorge for a 
maximum 30 pointer before the coach 
tours get there. Onto the levels, we find 
a ford, “UNSUITABLE FOR MOTORS”, 
“shall I get out and have a look?” too 
late, he’s going for it, water pouring in 
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through my open door before I can close 
it and sluicing over my seat, so I have a 
cold bum. On we plough, now we’re 
afloat and struggling for grip, the back 
sinking as we the cold river swings us 
sideways, Jason’s foot to the floor, 
trying to keep the revs up, a determined 
look on his face. Gradually we find some 
traction, we’re going to make it, 
coughing and spluttering we emerge, 
like a creature from a swamp, steam 
billowing from under the bonnet, us 
whooping with triumph. On to 
Glastonbury for emergency exhaust 
repairs - the water in the pipe has blown 
a hole in the expansion box, and we’re 
suffocating on fumes. The tyre guys love 
it, “like a race car, but… what is it?” one 
of them dives underneath wielding a 
MIG torch, and in a few minutes we’re 
away. The sun smiles on us in the 
afternoon, we chase around the 
Blackdown Hills in search of elusive 
signposts, back to the start with minutes 
to spare. Just a silver, that exhaust 
repair costing us valuable minutes of 
clue hunting time. 
 
Exmouth born and bred, I’ve spent most 
of my years in and around the Exeter 
area, the Exeter Trial runs through my 
backyard, and I’ve wanted to do it for 
some time. As a first trial, it’s a tough 
one, but isn’t that the whole point? I’m 
nervous as hell on the start line for 
Redscrip, there’s no need to be, we 
dispatch the first two sections without 
too much ado, but Normans Hump 
defeats us just shy of the summit, and 
the next two tests stop us dead in our 
tracks. Confidence dented. Streets on 
East Hill sees us up and running, but in 
the cold light of the dawn I fail on the 
Bulverton restart, before we trundle 
down to the Pirates cafe at Crealy Park 
for a greasy fry up. 
 
Two cancelled hills, we line up for the 
long wait to get to Tillerton Steep. 
Literally no idea how anyone gets up 
this, It’s like a war zone, a steep 
learning curve. Fingle Hill is as good as 

I’d hoped and a boost to flagging 
morale, but then I make a total pig’s ear 
of Woosten Steep, letting the Mazda 
drop off the cam and having to reverse 
back to the start in ignominious defeat. 
So onwards to the granddaddy of them 
all, Simms, after a nice tea and cake 
stop in the village hall. We don’t get very 
far up Simms, I give it the best I can but 
only just make it onto the slab before the 
rear wheels spin out. Another long wait 
for Tipley, I attack it as hard as possible, 
but the ruts stop forward motion and 
knock out a tyre, so we join the 
gathering of vehicles carrying out 
repairs at the start and in the gathering 
gloom motor south. One more mountain 
to climb, Slippery Sam is a lot steeper 
than it looks on Youtube, we almost 
climb past the restart, but it’s not to be 
and our fancy yellow strop gets an 
outing, hauled to the top behind the 
tractor. Not a bad start, we made it up 
some, the steeper ones defeated us, but 
we got a finishers certificate, and that’ll 
do for a first outing. 
 
The Cotswolds are wearing a chilly 
blanket of snow for the Clouds, Jason’s 
first drive, and just getting to the 
sections is a challenge. He does a good 
job on the day’s opener, but things 
going uphill go downhill after that. It’s 
obvious we’re just bottoming out and 
losing momentum. I get a telling off for 
over enthusiastic bouncing, we have a 
lovely day anyway. For a while we stand 
on the shoulders of giants, following the 
Liege SS of Ray and Hannah Ferguson. 
On Nailsworth Ladder the crowd 
appreciate our matching tartan hats and 
we get a round of applause for Jason’s 
valiant efforts. Somewhere in the woods 
we manage to get to the top of 
something else, it all becomes a blur 
after a while, and as the sun sets we get 
lost wandering around the golf club 
trying to find the signing off desk, and 
finish the day having a snowball fight 
with the local youth. Two done, two 
finishing certificates. 
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Don’t forget 
 

The 2020 
ACTC 

Calendar  
 

£10  
(+postage) 

 

On sale at the 
Allen Trial 

 
or from Pat Toulmin 

pat@toulmin.info 
or 

01789 731332 

Perfectly poor preparation put paid to 
our fun on the Chairman’s Trial, and so 
to the Land’s End, Jason’s second drive. 
Aren’t we the swanky ones, sporting our 
new Paco Motorsports three inch uplift 
kit, fitted with the use of some very long 
levers to wedge it all into place. Some 
now familiar faces at the start on a 
sunny April evening, dinner outside the 
pub and a long run to Bridgewater for 
our 2am start time. Felons Oak goes 
clean, before our suspension upgrade 
we’d have struggled. The sections on 
Exmoor are sporting and fun, Jason is a 
far more determined driver than I am. 
We see in the dawn with the top down, 
by the time we get to Widemouth Bay 
the sun is up. Crackington is muddy, 
with help from the local hosepipe crew, 
and we see our first fail. At breakfast the 
previous owner offers to buy the Mazda 
back, less than happy with his new 
chariot. Sorry, she’s not for sale. 
Bodmin Moor is a blast, we clean most 
sections, apart from, ahem, yours truly 
mis-reading the road book and sending 
us to the wrong restart somewhere in 
Cardinham Woods. Blue Hills 2 stops us 
in our tracks with a broken half shaft. 
Amateurs don’t have a spare, so I sleep 
all the way back to Exeter while Jason 
makes conversation with the driver of 
the recovery truck. 
 
One season down, we open winter 
2019/20 with the Exmoor Clouds. I can’t 
tell you much about the morning 
sections, on the first I only just make it 
off the start line, and I don’t get very far 
up any sections for the rest of the 
morning, I’m struggling to find grip on 
the wet, grassy surfaces. We have 
lovely drive around Exmoor in the sun 
anyway. East of Minehead, things start 
to improve. There is a jolly round of four 
sections in Periton Hill woods, and we 
see our first clean of the day. Felons 
Oak revisited, and honour is maintained 
with another clean, then we loop around 
the back of Slowley Woods for a jaunt in 
an old quarry (I think called something 
“Pits”) which is so much fun it’s worth 

the price of admission just for this 
section. The marshals thought it 
hilarious too; we couldn’t find our way 
out of the field. The last section of the 
day saw another clean for which I got a 
compliment from the marshal at the top, 
then back to the Rest and Be Thankful 
for signing off. We had a great time, I 
believe the event is trying to shake off a 
reputation for being a car wrecker, 
which it most certainly isn’t. Some were 
grumbling about the distances between 
sections, but if you have to drive a lot, I 
think Exmoor is one of the prettiest 
places to do it. I’ll be back in 2020, 
perhaps with some more ballast in the 
boot. 
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The Taw & Torridge Trial by 
Brian Hampson 
 

T his was to be my first trial of the 
season, as a ‘warmer upper’ 
prior to the Edinburgh, having 
been busy on a sailing event 

the previous Sunday and missing the 
Exmoor Clouds. I’d done the Taw & 
Torridge a few times before in my BMW 
Compact, but had missed last year, so 
the memory of the sections was distant, 
but I was hoping to get higher up the 
sections that I had ever been before, as 
having ‘gone to the dark side’ (as my 
trialling friends tell me) by moving to an 
X90, which certainly climbs better than 
the Compact!  
 
So, on a bright Sunday morning, I set 
off from Exmouth to collect Paul Allaway 
from Cullompton and then to meet Rob 
Holden and his dad Mike in their BMW 
Tourer at Cullompton Services, for a run 
in convoy up to Clovelly. Rob was 
complaining about the noise in the 
BMW over 60mph, so he was happy 
when I informed him that an X90 
doesn’t often exceed 60mph, unless it’s 
going downhill! The entry was just 22 
bikes and 24 cars - down (I think) on 
previous years - maybe something to do 
with the schools just going back or the 
continued good weather, although 
apparently the Exmoor Clouds also had 
a reduced entry the previous weekend. 
The bikes had a fair spread of entries 
across the classes, but the cars were 
heavily weighted at classes 5 - 8, with 
just James Shallcross in his class 1 
Peugeot 205, Rob Holden & Matt Facey 
in class 3 BMWs and Nicola Butcher & 
Craig Allen in class 4 Beetles. 
Interestingly, in class 5, the Scimitar 
SS1s of David & Aaron Haizelden and 
Keith Sanders outnumbered the X90s of 
Stuart Holden and myself. 
 
So, after very efficient scrutineering by 
Philip Yeo and signing on with Tony Fry, 
a bacon roll & cup of tea for breakfast, 

we were ready to go. Now it’s always 
nice to have an ‘easy’ section at the 
start of a trial, just to get you warmed up 
on a Sunday morning, but Cutliffe Lane 
- this was going to be far from easy! The 
bikes had been led out by Steve 
Kingstone on his beautifully prepared 
Matchless G3LC (which I suspect is 
much older than him) and I’m pleased to 
see that Steve cleaned Cutliffe, together 
with most of the bikes, but with a 
slippery restart for classes 6,7 & 8 who 
were running at the front, some points 
were scored. Jon White in his Marlin 
had to retire after scoring a 2. Next up 
was an interesting Special Test, where 
we had to go through three pairs of 
cones on a field, in any order we chose 
- although it didn’t seem to make much 
difference - as every car was within a 5 
second time window - but it was fun! 
 
 Lucketts Lunge came next and whilst it 
started off as a nice steady stoney 
climb, the turn left off the track up the 
steep field caught out a few - we made 
it to the 1. Now Linton Field is a steady 
climb in some deep ruts up a field, but it 
was dry and for once and didn’t trouble 
many, the highest score being 3, 
although Rob Holden in his Class 3 
BMW Tourer had a driveshaft break 
shortly afterwards and retired. The 
Devon Yeomanry Butts (there must be 
some significance to that name) was 
another steady climb through the trees 
and being dry it was a fairly 
straightforward climb for most.  
 
Now Adrians Aisle which is a narrow, 
steep, twisting track did cause a 
problem for a few of us - Aaron 
Haizelden broke a driveshaft on his SS1 
and retired, Simon Woodall picked up 
his highest score of the day and I 
managed to go so wide on the hairpin, 
that I hit the stone bank - fortunately 
more damage to my pride than the car. 
But the error is preserved on YouTube 
as there had to be some kind soul 
videoing that bend! Langtree Common 
was a steep track in the woods, which in 
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the dry conditions didn’t cause many 
problems. But Week Vale did, 
particularly for the higher classes with a 
restart and it was after this section that 
Nicola Butcher with her Class 4 Beetle 
retired. She’d had trouble with the 
engine running from the start and 
despite borrowing a distributor cap & 
leads, it was still not right. Apparently 
fuel vaporisation was the issue on a hot 
day.  
 
Now the Across the Stream section is a 
steep bank amongst the trees, but is 
obviously not X90 friendly, as both 
Stuart Holton in the other X90 and I 
scored double figures, whereas the vast 
majority of cars cleaned it! Tarzan had a 
restart for classes 5 to 8 and caught out 
John Cox in his lightweight Porsche for 
his first points of the day, as well as the 
X90s. Turn’t There Before was a very 
similar section, but with a restart for 6 to 
8, which again caused some point 
scoring in the higher classes. Sticker 
Martin retired his Liege at this point. 
Janes Sister was another even steeper 
track with a restart for class 8, which 
caused a couple of scores, but just 
about everyone else cleaned it.  
 
A straightforward Special Test followed, 
before the three Rat Sections and these 
were very steep and amongst the trees - 
suddenly people who had been clean so 
far were scoring, although John Cox in 
his Porsche only added 1 to his low 
tally! The decision was taken to cancel 
Rat Trap, I think because the descent 
on these sections was very challenging, 
as with the handbrake applied and the 
rear wheels locked, many of us were 
sliding backwards with little steerage - 
although a marshal on the bonnet 
helped!  
 
Goodburns Glade was next up, with a 
restart for classes 7 & 8 which claimed a 
few scalps. It was very slippery right at 
the top corner which was as far as we 
got for a 2. Pen Steep had the clue in 
the name - and whilst there were no 

restarts, every class added points here. 
And so to Silklands - a challenging final 
section, down through a stream and 
then up a very steep bank with a restart 
just before the hairpin left, before 
popping over the brow into a field. There 
were some great climbs here across the 
classes - although we weren’t one of 
them, getting the hairpin wrong on the 
first attempt, but happily driving on up 
after some advice from Ian Facey!  
 
Clearly, the spread of restarts across 
the classes to ‘level the playing field’ 
had the desired affect - with Keith 
Saunders in his class 5 Scimitar SS1 
coming out as Best Overall, with only 6 
points during the entire day, all of which 
were from Pen Steep. Matt Facey in his 
class 3 BMW came in second for the 
Aerial Motors Cup with just 9 points, 
while Craig Allen in his class 4 Beetle 
was third on 12 points, just beating 
Ryan Tonkin in his class 6 Beetle on 
Special Test times, although Ryan 
picked up the Roger Pole Trophy for 
best class 5-8, ahead of Dave Haizelden 
in his SS1 on 14 points. Paul Merson in 
his Shopland picked up the class 8 
award on 14 points, ahead of Dean 
Partington in his Wasp on 19 points, 
with Ray Ferguson in his Liege picking 
up the class 7 award on 30 points.  

Interestingly, the Den Cloak Trophy for 
the best prepared car doesn’t seem to 
have been awarded - we’ll all have to try 
harder next year! A great day out in the 
sunshine, with ice cream at the lunch 
halt!  

Thanks as ever to the organising team 
and all the marshals for all their time 
and efforts in looking after us so well. 
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The 95TH Edinburgh Trial – by 
Dennis Greenslade 
 

I  have been in this game now for 56 
years virtually non-stop and so can 
claim considerable experience of 
production and classic reliability 

trials. Apart from being a regular 
competitor I have acted as a marshal, 
chief marshal, test commander, steward 
and I have been a clerk of the course. In 
motor sport in general I have competed 
in autocrosses and speed hill climbs at a 
local level and in rallying at all levels 
progressing to many historic 
internationals including RAC Rally of the 
Tests, Monte Carlo, Tulip, Liege-Rome-
Liege etcetera, and against no less than 
three world champions on the London-
Sydney Marathon. 
 
To support my credentials in expressing 
an opinion I can claim some success in 
winning eight Triple Awards, four of 
them consecutively, and seven Team 
Championships in MCC trials in classes 
four, five and six and as a three times 
winner of the ACTC Crackington Cup. 
Apart from being a national class 
champion in stage rallying, as a 
navigator in internationals I have 
featured in the top ten on many 
occasions with four overall victories to 
include one of the toughest, The Rally of 
the Tests. 
 
As an organizer I devised The Grand 
Tour – Cape to Cape that incorporates 
the disciplines of rallying as it was in the 
1950s and 1960s and classic reliability 
trials from the 1930s to the present day. 
From its inception in 2004 this 
competitive tour has been a tremendous 
success and additionally has now raised 
in excess of £876,000 for Macmillan 
Cancer Support. 
 
I am, therefore, very conscious of the 
problems to be overcome and the 
critique to be faced, whether favourable 
or unfavourable when undertaking the 

tasks required to satisfy entrants 
expectations of a motor sporting event. 
The maxim that “you can please some 
of the people all of the time or all of the 
people some of the time, but not all of 
the people all of the time” becomes very 
relevant. 
 
I thought that this year’s Edinburgh Trial 
was similar to the “Curate’s Egg” – good 
in parts. Competing at the tail end of the 
trial I cannot comment upon many of the 
performances but it was good to 
reacquaint myself with late entrant and 
class 8 exponent Mike Chatwin and en 
route I was pleased to see a smiling 
Simon Robson marshaling on the rather 
easy Brand Top and Graham 
Sweetland, Roger Ugalde and Graham 
Greenwell on the more difficult Incline. 
 
For the Cornish Creams team of Ian 
Cundy – VW Golf, Lester Keat – Hillman 
Avenger and myself – VW Beetle it was 
a 4am start from Tamworth with the 
prospect of only two sections to be 
attempted in complete darkness. This 
was the fairly straight climb at Haven Hill 
although timing delays were already 
evident and so, by the time we reached 
the more difficult Cliff Quarry dawn was 
breaking. After inspecting the route 
diagram at the start and noting the 
correct route all three us proceeded 
without penalty. 
 
The anticipated rain did not materialize 
for the whole day, but it was somewhat 
wet underfoot, or should that be 
undertyre?  
 
The usual twisty special test at 
Middleton Moor was followed by 
Haydale and thence to Calton, where re-
starts in the past have caused 
considerable delays. Tim Cookman in 
the Cornish built class 8 TMR special, 
which was required to re-start, looked 
somewhat concerned but easily made 
the summit as did Arron Homewood- 
Skoda Estelle and our three team cars 
which benefitted from a non interrupted 
climb. 
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Yorkshire Dales 
Trial by Dave 
Cook on Strid 

Wood 2 
 
 
 

Ian Collins, Class B1  
Honda TLR 900 

 
 
 
Richard Clay 
& Julia 
Vaughan, 
Class D 
Armstrong 
MT500 

 
 
 

Julian Lack & 
Stephen 

Kenny,  
Class 5 
Suzuki 
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Photos by 
Dave Cook 

 
Yorkshire 

Dales                      
 
 
 
Fred Waite & Bar-
ry Hercock, 
Class 0 Austin 7 
on 
Strid Wood 1 
 

 
 
 
 

Jonathan & Pat 
Toulmin, Class 5 

Suzuki X90 on 
Strid Wood 1 

 
 
 
Sam & Ian 
Phillips,  
Class 8  
VW Buggy on 
Strid Wood 2 
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Georgina 
Mason, Class 0 
Yamaha Serrow 
on Little Slack 

 
 
 

Mark Powis, 
Class B  

Honda CRF on 
Litton Slack 

Photos by 
Dave 
Cook 

 
Edinburgh 

 
 
 

Dennis 
Greenslade & 

Mike Foster, 
Class 4 VW 

Beetle  
on Litton Slack 
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Edinburgh Trial 
Photos by 

Duncan Stephens 
 
 
 
 

Kevin & Sam Lindsay, 
Class 8 VW Fugitive 
on Booth Farm 

 
 
 
Russell Clarke & Rick 
Lees, Class 8 Troll on 
Clough Mine 

Andrew Martin & Fee Ellis, Class 3 Ford Escort 
on Booth Farm 
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Following the compulsory forty-minute 
stop at The Duke of York, where 
nervousness prevented me from 
enjoying breakfast, the re-starts on 
Incline, within twelve miles of the public 
house, were fairly straightforward, 
although from the provisional results it 
appears that Mike Chatwin forgot to 
stop. Such was not the case on the 
class 8 deviation at Corkscrew, that 
apparently claimed sixteen failures.  
 
Then came a real Edinburgh 
(Derbyshire) Trial favourite – the real 
Litton Slack. It is almost worth the long 
journey from Cornwall just to attempt a 
climb of this notorious and historic hill. 
The club has worked very hard indeed 
in gaining permission for its use once 
again and are to be congratulated on 
doing so. There were a number of 
failures as we observed various 
attempts from the high grassy vantage 
point and thus it was a sheer delight 
when our turn came to successfully 
undertake a somewhat slippery journey 
to the summit. This muddy valley 
ensured that a little more than half the 
car entry failed to reach the top. 
 
So far traditional MCC, but it was at this 
point that it included the first of a 
number of production car trial type of 
section. Whilst achieved successfully by 
the majority Booth Farm has no place in 
the three MCC classics. 
 
Light refreshments at the Hollinsclough 
control led to Hob Hay, a deep muddy 
section that commences from a tarmac 
road and effectively joins another at the 
top. On arrival it was initially a surprise 
to see a string of delayed cars whilst a 
non successful vehicle was extracted 
from the section. However, the deviation 
through a ninety-degree right was 
causing problems for class 7 and 8 
contenders including stunt driver 
Alastair Moffatt in the Troll T6 who was 
the star of this year’s Land’s End Trial. 
The provisional results indicate that only 
Simon Barton – Marlin Roadster from 

class 7 and Tim Pellowe – Dellow and 
John Tucker-Peake Cup winner Dean 
Partington – DP Wasp from class 8 
were the only successful competitors.  
 
At this point it was also disappointing to 
learn from Dick Bolt that the clutch on 
his 2000cc Ford Popular had cried 
enough and he was awaiting recovery. 
 
Seven miles later cars lined the narrow 
track that led to Excelsior, with drivers 
anxious to learn of successes or failures 
on the rock-strewn re-starts. It was here 
that I made a novice error by not 
stopping with two wheels inside the box, 
as required. A mistake that having 
competed in the range of five hundred 
trials I had not previously made and as I 
drove away from the box with ease it 
was inexcusable. I blame tiredness, 
having already driven 280 miles to the 
start, but that is precisely what 
separates these events from the shorter 
one-day trials.  
 
I must confess that at this point I lost 
some interest, but the following three 
sections at Clough Wood, Clough Mine 
and Dudwood are not in keeping with 
the ethos of the three most well known 
classic reliability trials. These are “club 
type” trial sections and they are not 
popular with most of the really 
competitive drivers. I am aware of no 
less than eleven very successful drivers, 
previous Triple Award winners and 
ACTC Champions, who have turned 
their back on the MCC and the 
Edinburgh Trial in particular owing to the 
introduction of this type of section. 
Having made this statement all credit to 
those who obtained Gold medals and 
many congratulations to Emma Wall – 
Austin 7 and Greg Warren – Ford Escort 
on gaining Triple Awards. 
 
As stated at the outset of this report I 
am very appreciative of the hard work 
undertaken by officials and the 
difficulties in obtaining permissions 
coupled with the whole raft of 
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requirements necessary in this litigious 
age, which is even more applicable in 
the Peak District of Derbyshire. 
However, if a one hundred car 
international rally can run through the 
same area – and I have competed in 
one – surely classic trials could achieve 
similar success. Please listen to my plea 
– concentrate on the main trial or 
anticipate a continuing reduction in 
entries. 

 
I am reminded of Old Lees, Hagside, 
Great Hucklow, New Tunstead, Bamford 
Clough, Millstone Edge, Taxal and to 
some extent even Old Longhill – surely 
not all of these traditional sections from 
former Edinburgh (Derbyshire) trials 
have been lost? 

MCC 95th Edinburgh Trial 2019 
Saturday 5th October 
Class R Competitor no. 2, Tim & 
Anne Whellock, 1965 MG Midget 
 

T hat the Motor Cycling Club 
(1901) Ltd has been 
successfully running long 
distance reliability trials for 118 

years could be due to innovation. Not 
shy of creating new opportunities for 
motorsport a recent initiative from Bill 
Rosten, Clerk of the Course for the 
Land's End Trial, is Class R. Alan Foster 
wrote about his experience of the 
inaugural Class R on the 2017 Land's 
End Trial in Restart June 2017 (Volume 
28 issue 2) when he chose to enter his 
MR2. The Edinburgh Trial has now 
included Class R on three Edinburgh 
Trials. The Exeter Trial organising team 
have also taken up this challenge and 
are planning their third Class R for 2020. 
 
What is Class R? Conceived, according 
to Alan, as a return to the roots of pre-
war events where maintaining a time 
schedule was as important as cleaning 
observed sections, fewer in number. 
Open to any vehicle eligible for the 
Classes A-D, 1-8 and 0. The Land's End 
has attracted a total of 29 entries over 3 
years, the Edinburgh 21 entries and the 
Exeter 35 entries over 2 years.  How 
many of these entrants and cars would 
not otherwise compete in an MCC trial is 
unknown. 
 

We sold our Class 8 UVA VW Fugitive 
earlier this year and our other trials car, 
a Class 2 Austin 7 two seater that Tim 
built in the garden shed in the 1980s 
has been waiting patiently under covers 
in the back corner of the garage for a 
few years and still  has not reached the 
top of the repair/recommission list. Might 
happen this century, might not. For all 
sorts of boring reasons neither of us has 
competed in an MCC trial in Classes 0-8 
for ages. We and our MG Midget 
probably fall in to the 'would not 
otherwise compete' category. 
 
Our 1965 MG Midget has worked well 
on the long-distance special events the 
MCC has organised – the Land's End to 
John O'Groats in 1996, the Club 
Centenary in 2002, the 2004 Edinburgh 
Centenary, the 2008 Land's End 
Centenary and the 2010 Exeter 
Centenary. We have enjoyed two Exeter 
Trial Class Rs in our favourite little 
'modern' sports car so we thought we 
would give the Edinburgh Trial Class R 
a go. Described in the final instructions 
as '100% tarmac covering just under 
200 miles in 12 hours featuring hill 
starts, observed tests and a route with 
fabulous views in the Peak District 
National Park'. We entered, paid our 
£65.00, the same as everyone else. And 
waited. 
 
Eventually all the Edinburgh Class R 
stuff arrived in the post during the week 
before the event, except the Route Book 
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and Control Card, which we collected 
from the signing on desk at Tamworth 
an hour before departure. Navigators 
attempted to plot the 200-mile route on 
the OS maps during this hour, I don’t 
think any navigator succeeded, but I 
may be wrong. Usefully the map 
references for the 5 Time Controls, the 4 
Hill Starts and the 2 Observed Tests 
were included so at least you could plot 
these, if you had the OS Maps and a 
roamer, which of course we did. We set 
off at 00.02, just after midnight on Friday 
4th October  and over the course of the 
first 100 miles to the Carsington Time 
Control we found 1 time control in a lane 
(Club President: Jonathan and Ann 
Laver), 2 hill starts on steep tarmac and 
14 code boards. The route was very well 
written and challenging with junctions 
coming thick and fast. Navigators 
certainly worked their socks off keeping 
on route. Triangles were used to full 
advantage of the Clerk of the Course to 
try and get us off route. This tactic often 
worked. 
 
Those navigators that used their time at 
Carsington plotting the next bit of route 
on the OS map found it less 
headscratchingly difficult to follow. 
Those of us that used this time drinking 
coffee, eating cheese rolls and 
chocolate biscuits, chatting with other 
competitors and taking advantage of the 
facilities, had more headscratching to do 
on the route from Carsington to the 
Duke of York Time Control. Boy those 
triangles are tricky. 
 
Over the 50 miles from Carsington to 
the Duke of York Time Control we did a 
third hill start on steep tarmac and found 
another 9 or so code boards, I lost 
count. I say code boards but they were 
more like treasure hunt clues, sited in 
awkward places, the 4 digit code was 
written so small in the bottom right hand 
corner that more often than not the 
navigator had to get out of the car, with 
a torch, to read them. 
 

Nice breakfast and 40-minute halt at the 
Duke of York. The route after the Duke 
of York may well have been written by 
someone different, I may be wrong, but I 
detected a very different style. More 
headscratching to do. Observed Test 1 
was a bit confusing for the driver (Club 
President Jon and Ann Laver again) 
because there was no test layout 
diagram in the route book. Neither was 
there a test layout diagram in the route 
book for Observed Test 2 just before 
Hollingsclough Rest Stop/Time Control, 
more confusion for an easily confused 
driver.   
 
Nice tea and cake and 20-minute halt at 
Hollinsclough Community Hall. A 4th hill 
start on steep tarmac just after 
Hollingsclough tested the clutch/
handbrake/driver. Several miles later, 19 
hours after leaving home, while sat at a 
junction making sense of the route 
instructions, Tim confessed that he had 
been listening to a tick tick noise from 
the o/s/f tyre for quite a few miles. It had 
not gone away. He got out to check the 
tyre and found an acme screw 
embedded so we decided to go back to 
the Duke of York, sign off on schedule 
and head into Buxton for tyre repair. 
Thank goodness we had with us OS 
map 119 and a compass to work out 
which direction and which route we 
needed to take. I don’t know how many 
code boards we missed but post event 
discussion suggests not very many.* 
 
Over the weekend we did a total of 
around 600 miles door to door, fabulous 
route and challenging driving in our 
chosen car. The exhaust tail pipe fell off, 
the o/s rear light lens fell off, the clutch 
got a bit hot and sticky and ATS in 
Buxton did a puncture repair. We drove 
to the start, leaving Somerset at 4 pm 
on Friday afternoon to visit a customer 
in Worcestershire on the way, drove 
most of the route, signed off, got to 
Rugeley Premier Inn for an overnight 
and dinner Saturday night with fellow 
Windwhistle Motor Club members. And 
drove home on Sunday. There probably 
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is no better test of the reliability of a 
historic motor car. Well done Edinburgh 
Trial organising team. We have never 
done anything quite like it. An 
adventurous motoring weekend in our 
favourite little 54-year old sports car. 

*The results confirm we missed 3 code 
boards over the whole 200 miles and 
got a Gold Medal for staying on 
schedule, more or less, no roll backs on 
the Hill Starts and no misdemeanours 
on the Observed Tests.  

The Edinburgh Trial 2019 by 
Mark Powis 
 

I  started riding an off-road motorbike 
after 38 years of road riding. When I 
first bought a bike in 1977 my father 
persuaded to have a Honda CB125J 

rather than a Suzuki TS185. It was only 
when I took semi-retirement from 
teaching at 55 that I got my first trail 
bike.  I now realise that I should have 
stuck to my original plan because 
despite having little talent for trail-biking 
I really enjoy it! 
 
I joined the Shropshire TRF and started 
green laning and discovered a fantastic 
new world of two -wheel fun. Earlier in 
the year my friend Rob (Robert Roalfe), 
who had a dual-purpose bike, had just 
completed the Exeter Trial and it 
sounded like a real adventure, so we 
decided to enter the Land’s End trial the 
following year. It was an exciting 
experience ranging from “Why am I 
doing this?” horizontal sleet in the dark 
over the moors to “Wow that was great!” 
after arriving at the finish in one piece in 
the sunshine. Since then I have entered 
several MCC Trials with varying 
degrees of success, but they have all 
been very enjoyable in their own way. 
On two of the trails I had to retire due to 
electrical failure and mechanical failure, 
so I decided to upgrade to a more 
reliable, newer machine for this year’s 
Edinburgh Trial.  
 
I acquired a low mileage, 66Reg Honda 
CRF250L which had a lot of the things I 
was looking for and entered the trial. 
Rob had entered too but unfortunately 
had injured his elbow a few days before 
the trial, so he withdrew and 
volunteered to marshal instead. This 

held the hidden bonus for me in that he 
could drive me to the start with my bike 
on his truck and pick me up from the 
end (every cloud…..) 
 
My wife had retired in the summer 
before the Edinburgh, so we planned 
our first term time holiday in 30 years. 
We were in Spain and Portugal touring 
on our BMW R1200RT for the three 
weeks prior to the trial. I checked over 
the Honda before we went away and 
discovered the front fork seals were 
leaking so I had them replaced and off 
to Spain we went. Whilst we were on 
holiday it occurred to me that the bike 
was due its first MOT before the trial so 
when we arrived home again, I took it to 
my local bike dealer in Wolverhampton 
and was relieved when it passed. With 
two days before the trial I did some last-
minute fettling and was good to go.   
 
On the night before we set off for the 
trial, I noticed that I had missed a route 
change in the route card due to the 
change of petrol stations. I amended my 
route directions and was feeling 
satisfied that I had managed to deal with 
any remaining tasks.  
 
When Rob had dropped me off at 
Tamworth services I got scrutineered 
and went for a coffee. I was sitting on 
my own in the services when another 
competitor (Nick Williams) joined me at 
my table. We chatted and found out we 
were both riding CRF250Ls and so 
spent a happy hour or so before our 
start times swapping stories of our 
biking experiences. 
 
At 1.19am (I was no 79) I pulled away 
from the Tamworth services feeling 
excited to be on my way. As usual I left 
the services in the wrong direction and 
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went around the islands a couple of 
times before I calmed down and got 
back the correct route. Thankfully the 
weather was dry/mild and all was going 
to plan as I rode the route up until the 
outskirts of Ashbourne.  It was about 
then when I realised that I was missing 
a few lines in the route card.  Obviously, 
I had carelessly missed them out when I 
edited the electronic file to adjust to a 
readable font. Luckily I remembered the 
way and as I entered Ashbourne I 
picked up signs for Carsington Water 
Sports Centre. (Note to self: always 
reread my edited route card and check 
with definitive route card before next 
event) 
 
At Carsington I found Rob who was 
assisting the marshal at the time control. 
It transpires that the marshal, Robin 
Barlow, is a stalwart of this event in his 
mature years and had travelled down 
from a very long way north to officiate. It 
is people like this that make it a privilege 
to be part of the MCC Trials. 
 
During this time control I took the 
opportunity, like many others, to adjust 
my tyre pressures for the upcoming 
trials sections. People opt for a great 
range of pressures. I chose to set mine 
at 8 psi hoping to get enough grip 
without getting any pinch punctures. 
Over the 4 years that I have been 
entering MCC Trials I have yet to 
achieve a medal of any colour. I have 
finished several and withdrawn from 
two, so I was determined to do my best 
this year.  
 
Haven Hill and Cliff quarry sections 
were dealt with successfully and on I 
went to get some petrol. Next it was 
Observed test 1 at Middleton Moor. At 
the start of the test I said Hi to Graham 
Austin who was the starter (a friend 
from the Clee Hills Trial committee) I 
told him who I was because we all tend 
to look the same with bike helmets on in 
the dark! I knew the time achieved 
wasn’t an issue because I was not going 
to be vying for best in class, thus I 

determined to just make sure I didn’t fail 
the section. I think I overdid it with the 
caution as I wobbled through the test 
but all’s well that ends well and on I 
went to Haydale and then Calton. The 
latter was the first of my restarts and I 
was pleased not to have had any 
problems so far.  It was all going well so 
far and I started to find myself beginning 
to think maybe this year…….. 
 
Over breakfast at the Duke of York I 
gave myself a good talking to. I’m a 
Wolverhampton Wanderers fan and our 
manager of three years has brought us 
some great successes recently so I 
thought what Nuno (Espirito-Santo) 
would say. He is an inspirational leader 
but with self-control and dignity. I 
thought he would say be humble, work 
hard, enjoy each success as it comes 
but immediately prepare for the next 
challenge and concentrate.  
 
Over the next sections Incline and 
Corkscrew I tried to maintain my focus. 
Incline was ok, not great style but 
ultimately successful. Then Corkscrew; 
this is a great section with twists and 
turns with uphill and downhill slopes. I 
managed to complete it without footing, 
even down the muddy slippery exit.  
 
Brand Top (section 7) came and went 
and onwards to the classic Litton Slack. 
When I last attempted Litton, I got 
almost to the top before footing so this 
year I was feeling hopeful. Still trying to 
control my focus I set off up the section 
and despite a bit of fishtailing near the 
end I managed to clean it. I rode on to 
the next section. 
 
At Booth Farm I met up with Rob again 
he had moved on from Carsington and 
was now marshalling here. Thankfully 
the weather was being kind to us all; dry 
and mild was just what I wanted after 
last year’s soaking. Again, on this 
section the bike moved around quite a 
bit but was manageable and I was 
happy with my new machine. And to 
Hollinsclough for tea and fabulous 
cakes. 
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I really was starting to have control my 
excitement after the Hob Hay section. I 
had cleaned all 10 sections thus far and 
was feeling good. 
 
The course designers know what they 
are doing as they save the more difficult 
sections for the end. I knew this and 
with some trepidation I chatted to other 
competitors at the foot of Excelsior. I 
had to do the red restart on the hill and 
it seemed that there were 2 favoured 
options for solo bikes keep left or go out 
right at the restart. I tried the left option 
and found myself on the floor! The 
marshals were really helpful and with a 
bit of huffing and puffing I got back on 
and continued to the end of the section.  
Oh well. That’s the Gold gone but 
happily the bike had not suffered nor 
had I. 
 
Next up were my nemeses of previous 
years: Clough Wood and Clough Mine 
(sections 12 and 13.) Joy! I managed to 
clean Clough Wood with the deviation 
for our class and slid precariously down 
the exit slope to the track. Now only 3 
sections left still with a chance of a 

medal. Clough mine though brought me 
back down to earth. I footed after the 
restart so 2 sections left with only a 
chance of a bronze.  
 
At Dudwood 1 I realised the enormity of 
my task. It is a very slippery section with 
a couple of steep uphill parts. I manged 
to complete the section but sadly I 
footed on the way up. There goes any 
medal chances. The last section was 
the Observed test at Dudwood which I 
chose to do, since the medal situation 
was already decided, at a more 
competitive pace than the first timed 
test!  
 
Overall, I had a great time. As always at 
these MCC Trials the organisers and 
marshals did an amazing job. The 
weather was good. My new (to me) bike 
had done everything I had asked of it 
and I was in one piece and best of all I 
could have a pint at the Duke of York to 
celebrate as Rob was at the end to give 
me a lift home. I’ll be back next year. 

The Edinburgh Trial by 
Andrew Brown 
 

O K, the Marlin has been back 
on the road since May this 
year, to a chorus of disbelief 
from those who thought they’d 

never see it again. The innocence which 
took me and an untested car on my first 
Edinburgh over 20 years ago is long-
gone - there was no way that I was 
going to take the Marlin on an MCC trial 
without a couple of one-day events 
under the wheels first. Family holidays 
had ruled-out both the Exmoor Clouds 
and the Taw & Torridge so, effectively, 
they’d ruled-out the Edinburgh as well. 
 
But I like the Edinburgh, so I was 
delighted when Simon Woodall invited 
me to occupy, once again, the Cold 
Seat in his Class 8 Buggy. We’d claimed 

the Class on the 2017 Edinburgh, then I 
blotted my copybook big time by 
misreading the Special Test instructions 
on the 2018 Land’s End. I thought I’d 
been forgiven when invited on the 2019 
Edinburgh until I discovered that I was 
Simon’s second-choice passenger (his 
first choice wasn’t available) so, maybe, 
only partially forgiven ;-) 
 
Whatever, 1.00am on Saturday 5th 
October saw us rendezvousing at 
Adrian Tucker-Peake’s in Bromsgrove 
for a quick blast up the M42, in convoy 
with Adrian, to the Tamworth start. 
Scrutineering and signing-on passed 
uneventfully; the pre-trial banter across 
cups of coffee was up to the usual 
standard; and we set off again shortly 
after 3:30am. I’d plotted the complete 
route on Memory Map, and downloaded 
it to my iPhone, as I thought it would be 
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an interesting exercise to try navigating 
an MCC event by GPS. The advantages 
were immediately apparent when 
judging distances (finding “In 2.3 miles 
just after speed camera R at minor X”, 
for example, or deciphering just how far, 
exactly, is “shortly”), but the MCC written 
instructions were far easier at 
complicated road junctions, so I put the 
iPhone away at Carsington and only got 
it out a couple of times for the remainder 
of the trial. The MCC Route Cards are 
often maligned, but this little test proved 
their superiority to GPS systems when 
following complicated routes on minor 
roads. 
 
Note: If you’re reading this, then Pat has 
included my map of the route in the 
colour pages (see page 36). The blue 
circle bottom-right is Carsington Water. 
Follow the red line to the breakfast stop 
at the Duke of York; then the blue line 
from the Duke of York to Hollinsclough, 
and finally the magenta line from 
Hollinsclough back to the Duke of York. 
Sections are shown as red circles, and 
there’s a minor error in the magenta line 
around Hob Hay. 
 
Haven Hill passed uneventfully. 
Tackling Cliff Quarry in daylight was a 
bit of a shock – the final climb looks 
MUCH steeper when you can actually 
see it. The Middleton Moor Test was a 
bit of fun. Haydale was easy, and the 
scenery there always 
makes the trip 
worthwhile. Even the 
restart on Calton 
seemed pretty innocuous 
this year. And so, to the 
Duke of York without 
penalty, but without 
anything really testing 
either. 
Fortified by a couple of 
multi-choice baps, we set 
off via Buxton and a 
nostalgic glance down at 
Old Long Hill, to the “L at 
very tight turn onto 

Private Road” leading to the Fernilee 
Reservoir, which was swarming with 
morning Park Runners.  
 
Incline was the first section with a Class 
7/8 Red Restart but there was plenty of 
grip and we shot out of the top to be 
greeted by Arthur Vowden sporting an 
official Stewards’ armband. We duly 
touched our forelocks, had a quick chat, 
and drove on out of the forest and up to 
the top of Oldgate Nick. The cyclists 
among you will know that the climb to 
Oldgate Nick from the West (which we 
were about to descend) is a famous 
Peak District hill climb and there were 
certainly plenty of would-be Bradleys 
and Geraints out for a morning ride. 
 
Corkscrew, or Jenkin Chapel for the 
traditionalists, would be our first real test 
but I would respectfully point-out to the 
MCC that Corkscrew, or Bank Lane, 
Rainow, to give it it’s official name, is 
NOT a Bridleway. It is an unclassified 
road, but an unclassified road with a 
unique legal status. It has been closed 
to motor vehicles since 1938, with the 
exception “of motor car or motorcycle 
reliability trials held under the permit of 
the R.A.C. or the A.C.U.”. Another Red 
Restart, this time for Class 8 only, but 
there was plenty of grip on the restart 
and above, as we tried to pick our way 
out of the section without damage - it 
was rough! 

Simon & Andrew on Litton Slack 
(Photo by Dave Cook) 
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Then the long trek, across the bleak 
moorland to the south west of Buxton, 
back across the A515 again (but not for 
the last time), across the A6, up the hill 
above Miller’s Dale, and through the 
lanes to Litton Slack. I’m sure most 
readers are aware of the hoops which 
the MCC has had to jump-through to get 
the classic route up the valley at Litton 
back into use. But few will be aware that 
the weather in the week before the 
event very nearly caused its cancellation 
this year. I was one of the few that knew 
and left Simon in the queue halfway 
across the field to walk down to the gate 
where real men and women turn left, 
and lesser mortals turn right. I was more
-than-half expecting to see everyone 
turning right so was absolutely delighted 
to see cars attempting ‘Litton Proper’. I 
watched a few Valiant Fails, and even 
fewer Stirring Cleans, before Simon and 
the Buggy appeared at the gate, I was 
back in the Cold Seat, and we were 
down to the start of the section. Let me 

explain, for those who’ve never been 
there, why Litton Slack is such a classic: 
there’s an optical illusion in the valley 
and it’s much, much, steeper than it 
looks; the first third of the section is 
notoriously slippery but you must gain 
sufficient speed to carry-you-through the 
middle third; the middle third has deep 
ruts which stop those with insufficient 
speed and throw those with too much 
speed and too little concentration off 
course; but you must carry adequate 
speed through these ruts and into the 
final third with its right-hand bend and 
steep final climb. Whatever, the Buggy 
romped up Litton to join the elite gang at 
the top, pumping up their tyres. 
 
Then another long trek, back across the 
A6, back across the A515 yet again, to 
Booth Farm, a strange little section, but 
one not to be taken lightly. And thus, to 
Hollinsclough, for a quick 20-minute rest 
stop, not quite enough time to walk-up 
Swan Rake or Lymer Rake – two long-
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disused MCC sections which start 
further up the track used to access the 
parking field.  
 
Fortified by cakes and coffee, we wound 
through the lanes to Hob Hay, which the 
MCC Route Card informs us is an 
“Unclassified Highway” but which I’m 
pretty certain is Private Land. Whatever, 
the vicious hump on the Classes A, B, 7 
and 8 deviation was where our trial 
started to unravel. There were no tyre 
tracks ahead of us when we stopped, 
but we knew Dean (Partington) was 
behind us and, as we predicted at the 
time, he climbed Hob Hay. 
 
Slightly dispirited we pressed-on to 
Excelsior to be greeted by the Tucker-
Peake family who were manning the 
start line. Sitting in the sunken lane 
approaching the section one always 
wonders exactly where the Restarts will 
be placed. But the Red one was in its 
usual place, so that those-who-know 
can position themselves appropriately, 
although it still caught-out half of Class 7 
and a handful in Class 8. The track out 
onto the road was incredibly rough and I 
really wonder how much longer the 
MCC can continue to put all classes up 
Excelsior.  
 
Another long cross-country drive took us 
down the old Clough Wood section and 
into the Clough Mine complex where Mr 
Pedantic has yet another minor criticism 
of the MCC. The first section in this 
complex should NOT be called Clough 
Wood (which name should be reserved 
for the historic track we’d just 
descended), it should be called Clough 
Mine 1 or something similar.  
 
Whatever, ‘Clough Wood’ was cleaned 
OK and we were then onto the 
considerably trickier Clough Mine 
(which should be Clough Mine 2 IMHO). 
This had a fiendishly set Red Restart, 
from which we didn’t move, so 
congratulations to the handful in Class 8 
who cleaned the section. 

 
We now had just Dudwood 1 to 
complete and, waiting in the queue, we 
watched car after car descending in 
reverse, a sure sign of failure on an 
MCC section. I double-checked the 
route card and confirmed that the 
Restart was for Class 8 only. So, 
imagine my surprise when we rounded 
the left-hander onto the section to see a 
set of Yellow R-boards some way up 
(remember that on every previous class-
restricted restart we’d had Red boards). 
I sensed that Simon was equally 
surprised, but I can’t remember if either 
of us actually said anything, maybe it 
was just telepathy. We stopped in the 
box, maybe not in the perfect spot, but 
there was plenty of grip and the Buggy 
rocketed up the remainder of the section 
to the confusion of the marshals at the 
top who announced that we were the 
first car to clean it. This was especially 
gratifying when we realised both Arthur 
Vowden and Jonathan Toulmin had 
been witnesses to our climb. A few more 
Class 8s cleaned it after us, but it was 
still an exhilarating way to end a 
memorable trial. 
 
So back, via the Dudwood Test, to the 
Duke of York, sign-off, and head-home. 
I only have the Provisional Results to 
hand as I write this, but they show Dean 
(inevitably) as the only Class 8 Gold and 
winner of the Tucker-Peake Cup for 
Overall Car, Alan Selwood as the only 
Class 8 Silver, and three Class 8 
Bronzes (Neal Vile, Katrina Selwood, 
and us).  

A big Thank You to Mark Gregg and his 
team for another Big Day Out in the 
Peaks. 
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IS THIS REALLY CLASS 
0???? by Brian Osborn 
 

M any moons ago, or to be 
more precise 29 x 12 = 348 
moons ago, in Aug/Sept 
1990 we were having a dirty 

weekend in the Lake District, meaning 
muddy walking and lots of real ale and 
staying at The Old Dungeon Gill in 
Langdale. Heading downstairs later for 
a well-earned pint I espied a flat fronted 
Morgan parking up and two warmly clad 
blokes heading for the bar. So, after a 
while I accosted them and we had a 
discussion on old cars, about theirs and 
my recently acquired MGB. Their 
names were Chris and David, 
eventually I mentioned that I had for the 
first time entered the forthcoming 
Edinburgh Trial and to my surprise they 
replied that so had they and we hoped 
we might see each other. 
 
This did occur when we - the late John 
Arrowsmith & I - were a few cars behind 
them in the queue for Bamford Clough 
when I found out their full names from 
the programme, Chris Adeney and 
David Pearson. They gave me a few 
hints on tackling the hill which came in 
very useful, but we still failed. We also 
failed the restarts on Clough Wood, 
Putwells 1&2 and Ouzelden Clough for 
a FNA, but we did get our first Finishers 
Certificate, beginners luck? 
 
Fast forward to this year 2019 and once 
again we were behind them. Not for 
long however as unlike us who topped 
up with fuel at Tamworth services at 
silly prices, they sensibly chose to do so 
on the B5404. We continued on 
following John & Alan Wells in the MG 
PA. This year we were numbers 129 & 
130, following the main and class 0 
bikes and 9/10th cars. Hence early with 
few holdups to come, or so we thought. 
 
After a nice drive to Carsington Water 
we were sent away on time to nearby 
Haven Hill where we had our first and 

only delay due to the fairly standard 
Morgan of John Bradshaw having a 
misfire on the exit track and getting 
stuck. We eventually cleared the section 
and the exit track, which was very wet 
and rutted, but in the meantime our 
travelling companions were well ahead 
of us. 
 
Onto Cliff Quarry with three 
configurations for 0, 1to 5 and 6to 8, I 
think. Again very wet although not 
raining and slippery, however all was 
well for us. On to the revised petrol stop 
and now passage control and then to 
Observed Test 1 on Middleton Moor. 
Which was similar to previous years and 
fun, not sure if we were slowest. 
 
Then Haydale, now not so rutted on the 
lower parts as a few years ago and this 
time without a restart for us resulted in 
another clean, as was the following 
Calton although here we had to work 
hard to keep going on the upper 
reaches. My navigator this year was Ian 
Williamson on his first Edinburgh for 10 
years since he sold his Cream Cracker 
MG. Fortunately he hadn’t forgotten 
how to bounce, because he needed to 
as we ploughed on and up. 
 
The Duke of York was next for some 
refreshments, although my case, 
hardened sausages in a roll filled a gap 
but that was all. Onwards with a nice 
drive over the dales to Incline, which 
although very damp was climbable and 
a good blast which we did, very 
enjoyable. 
 
Brand Top was next which was another 
good muddy but climbable track. After 
which I noticed that the temperature 
gauge had got very high, but once back 
on the road reverted to nearly normal. 
 
Thence towards Litton once again 
following the PA, which was fortunate, 
as I noticed that the ignition warning 
light was on. Hooted to John and we 
stopped before heading down the track 
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to Litton. Bonnet up and guess what - 
no fan belt. Fortunately I had spares – 
oldish ones that had, so I thought come 
off the car a while back, but still 
useable. But would they go on –No! A 
bit too short. Eventually, John managed 
to undo the alternator and get the belt 
on only find that the bolt would not go 
back in. Fortunately he had a smaller 
nut & bolt in his kit that did go in and we 
were back running and able to face 
Litton. Thanks to John & Alan, as I 
wouldn’t have had such in my bag of 
spares. 
 
Steadily down to the top of Litton and to 
a small queue. A quick look over the top 
at Litton Slack and at Little Litton. Both 
were very greasy and churned up. 
Class 0 were given the option this year 
of going for either section. I very much 
doubted that my MGB would even get 
away from the start line on Little/New 
Litton, so I opted to fail more 
spectacularly on the proper Slack, and 
so it turned out.  
 
The start line for the main trial was not 
the usual one by the post, but slightly 
back up the approach track. The bottom 
of the hill was its usual greasy muddy 
self, and by starting on the approach 
track meant that one could at least start, 
but had to swing right towards the 
section proper on the mud. I decided to 
take a wide line in second gear, only to 
find that the rear swung out and the 
front headed towards the post which 
stopped any more motion. So what a 
fail! – Not even onto the proper section 
let alone heading for the A boards.  
 
From here on things went decidedly 
downhill so to speak. We had been 
clear up to here, but what’s next? 
 
Well Booth Farm was. Class 0 had to 
stop after the A boards as reversing 
down could be a bit dodgy if beyond 
that. Last year it was somewhat dryer 
and we did get to the A, this year was 
different and very few including us did 

not get very far from the start as it was 
so slippery, my car does not like wet 
and muddy grass. Marshalled by the 
Oakes family they had their hands full 
just getting folk in and out of the field 
with the main trial to come. Another fail. 
 
Onward towards to Chrome Hill 
another farmland setting, used a few 
years ago as a section, this time as an 
Observed Test, with a queue of about 6 
cars. On approach it looked a bit mickey 
mouse, like those on this year’s Land’s 
End that discriminated against the cars 
and especially the larger ones as the 
gates were far too small and not to 
MSUK Blue Book requirements. I did 
complain, but the MCC seem to think 
that the Blue Book doesn’t apply to 
them unless to their advantage. 
However, when doing OT 2 it turned out 
to be good fun, although with the 
marshals having to explain to each 
driver what was expected could have 
resulted in larger later queues. 
 
The Refreshment stop in Hollinsclough 
was very welcome, when leaving we 
passed Emma Wall (A7) coming in, she 
was still clean and ‘leading’ her class of 
one, where have all the other Class 2s 
gone? The following nearby Hill Start on 
Rakes Hill which was shared with Class 
R, was no problem to us. 
 
Hob Hay, which was previously only a 0 
section was now for the main trial as 
well. Good job that we were early as it 
was very rutted and greasy, and I guess 
would churn up even more later. Once 
again Ian had to use his weight to good 
advantage and bounce hard as we 
ploughed our way up to turn right and 
then left to the finish line, both of us out 
of breath, great! 
 
Excelsior was its usual self, very rocky 
but climbable as we bounced from one 
outcrop to the next on our way up, 
another enjoyable section. Marshalled 
this year by the Tucker-Peake family & 
friends. 
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Clough Wood with a short but steep 
climb was also very wet and muddy with 
many of us failing to get very far. 
Another fail! On the way out paused to 
pass the time of day with Bill Bennett 
and his Bristol MC crew who were 
marshalling on adjacent Clough Mine. 
Whilst there, Nicola & Harry Butcher in 
their class 4 VW Beetle arrived on the 
start line after just cleaning Clough 
Wood. We watched as she drove up 
what appeared to me an almost 
impossible section as if it was easy. The 
following Class 6 Beetle with a restart 
got well up but just failed to get to the 
box. Interesting! 
 
Dudwood 2 is not a favourite of mine, 
nor the MGB, as it doesn’t like wet tree 
roots either and like last year we 
headed up and then towards the trees 
until we stopped just short of a tree and 
the A boards. Another fail!  
 
Dudwood Observed Test 3 was a 
straightforward from A to astride B, back 
and forward to astride C which was fun, 
again unlike the Land’s End ones at 
Easter. 
 
On to the finish at The Duke of York 
where, after sometimes being an hour 
late, we clocked in about 5 minutes late, 
and after failing four sections for a FNA, 
which is one less than 1990 when in 
Class 5. Is it me getting old or is Class 0 
getting more difficult? We will see when 
the results come out. 
 
A quick pint with our saviours John and 
Alan before heading to our B+B in 
Hartington to meet up with Chris and 
David for dinner after an enjoyable day 
in the Derbyshire Dales. My Navigator/
bouncer Ian said that he has trialled & 
toured in the Dales for well over 50 
years, but still found several bits that he 
hadn’t been to before, it was such a 
good route. 
 
His closing comment however was – Is 
this really class 0???? 
 

Since writing the above, the provisional 
results have come out which makes 
very interesting reading. 
 
In Class 0 there were no Tin Awards 
and only 3 Copper – 2 bikes and 1 car. 
The car being Chris Morrison (Liege) 
who only failed Litton Slack. 
 
But surprise! surprise! The two class 0 
stalwarts who usually cock things up for 
us others by being clean – Neil Bray 
(Escort) and Micheal Leete (VW Beetle) 
were two hills down – Booth Farm & 
Dudwood 2. We were, as expected, 4 
hills down for a FNA. 
 
For Class 0 with 22 car starters 
Dudwood 2 was the main stopper with 
19 fails, then Booth Farm with 18 and 
Clough Wood with 14. So even with the 
preferentials for this class, still a 
toughey. 
 
The main trial was also interesting with 
13 Golds, 9 Silver & 8 Bronzes for the 
bikes. But only 6 Golds, 7 Silver & 5 
Bronzes for the cars. The car Golds 
went to Ian Cundy (Golf) in Class 1; 
Emma Wall (A7) class 2; Greg Warren 
(Escort) Class 3; Nicola Butcher (VW) 
Class 4; Samuel Holmes (VW) Class 6; 
Dean Partington in Class 8. Well done 
to them in what was a pretty tough 
event. 
 
The stoppers for the main trial were:– 
Bikes - 83 starters. Clough Mine with 25 
fails; Litton Slack with 16; Clough Wood 
with 15; Dudwood 1 with 14; Excelsior 
with 13 and Corkscrew with 11.  
 
Cars – 88 starters. Clough Mine with 51; 
Litton Slack, 48; Excelsior, 37; Hob Hay, 
34; Dudwood 1, 28; Dudwood 2, 26; 
Booth Farm, 23; Calton, 19: 
 
Over the years since the mid-1920s 
there have always been good entries 
from MG cars and I am pleased to see 
that there were a dozen entered in this 
event, long may it continue. In summary 
a very good but tough event, well done 
to all officials and marshals.  
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Sam & Ian 
Phillips, VW 

Buggy on 
Bluebell Wood, 

Yorkshire Dales 
Trial 

 
 
 

(Photo by 
Dave Cook) 

 
Paul Merson & Nick Sherrin, 
President’s Trial 
 
 
 
 

Photos by Duncan 
Stephens 

 
 
 
 
Colin Jeffery & Peter Sluggett, 
Class 3 Ford Escort on Booth 
Farm, Edinburgh Trial 
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“O” What a Trial! by Georgina 
Mason 
 

A fter a nasty crash on the MCC 
Land’s End Trial at Easter; I 
decided to enter Class O in the 
Edinburgh Trial to hopefully 

have an easier time as I still have some 
back problems. I do find the Serow a bit 
heavy for restarts but there is nothing to 
beat it for height with my little legs and 
the Edinburgh class O had no restarts - 
yippee. 
 
The weather forecast was set fair and 
Ian Thompson, my partner and I, parked 
up at the finish at the Duke of York late 
afternoon on the Friday. We then rode 
down to the start at Tamworth and after 
a gourmet dinner in Burger King we tried 
to get a few hours kip in the Travel 
Lodge with a lot of other competitors 
doing the same. Although we do not 
sleep, just doze, I find it really does 
seem to help with the fatigue. 
 
Ian was starting an hour ahead of me in 
the main trial, but I headed off to scruti-
neering with him as it was an opportuni-
ty to have a good chat with fellow com-
petitors at the start. My start time came 
and I set off alone with the usual mix of 
excitement and trepidation. It was not 
cold, so I left my jacket liner with Celia 
Walton at the start, however, I did still 
have my heated waistcoat and plugged 
this in for the run to Carsington Water. I 
like this quiet time on the bike, thinking 
about the sections, life the universe and 
everything with the roads quiet. A big 
dog fox crossed my path and turned to 
look as if to say, “What are you doing 
out at this time?”. “I know mate” I replied 
and that got me thinking about how ec-
lectic and possibly eccentric the MCC 
events are.   
 
It was nice to stop at Carsington in the 
dry, stow away the heat controller for the 
waistcoat and adjust my tyre pressures 
in view of the recent rain and trying to 

account for how slippery it might be. A 
short ride after my allotted time to collect 
my card and I was at Haven Hill, watch-
ing George Osborn in his Reliant try and 
get to the start, I was glad I let my tyres 
down. The nerves kick in and then it was 
my turn. A quick chat with Roger Bib-
bings on the start line and I was off, 
cleaning the first hill is always a bonus 
and I was glad to see the ends cards 
and continue on my way.   
 
Section 2 Cliff Quarry, I hate this section 
and I have never cleaned it. I had a 
word with myself and set off determined 
that this year would be different. It was 
slithery dithery as usual, and I sat down 
at the first corner before standing up 
quickly and was delighted to come out 
the other end clean - hooray. A quick 
congratulatory fist pump and quick 
check of the road book and onwards to 
get some fuel. This was achieved easily, 
not forgetting to punch the control card, 
a quick slurp of some diet coke, half a 
flapjack and onwards. I have been 
trained by Ian to keep moving in case of 
a problem so - crack on. 
 
Next the special test and I enjoy the ride 
to Middleton Moor. I am always very 
slow on these, but I am a firm believer 
that it is better to complete them slowly 
and accurately than be quick and over 
run a line. After line B I nearly ruined it 
all by not getting around the left turn, but 
luck was with me and I made it to line C 
unscathed. 
 
Onto Haydale and this was trickier than I 
remembered it and quite rough after the 
ends cards and then very slick after the 
gate, but I managed to keep it upright 
even though my front wheel was moving 
around more than I would have liked it 
to.  Newcomer Nick Williams fell off 
here, but no real harm done, and he 
enjoyed his first event. 
 
Calton which saw me fall off last year, 
as my bike had a minor electrical prob-
lem which made it cut out (side stand 
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switch) seemed easy this year and I 
cleaned another one. I was feeling good 
now and thinking just maybe I could 
achieve a medal. A stern word to just 
get on with it and not put pressure on 
myself was had and onto breakfast. A 
nice cup of tea and an egg bap at the 
Duke of York saw me refuelled with a 
15-minute catnap to recharge the brain. 
As the weather was so mild I changed 
my gloves for lighter ones and removed 
the lining from my trousers too. On de-
parture collect control card and get time 
and signature - onwards… 
 
Next up - Incline. The butterflies were 
doing backflips and I was imagining the 
near vertical scree slope covered in 
boulders that I would have to climb. Ok, 
reality check, get a grip; I have never 
failed this hill - no queue on the reser-
voir and I had caught up with George in 
his Reliant at the start. My turn - it didn’t 
look too bad and off I went. It was fine 
and seemed a lot easier than I remem-
ber, strange what our brains do to us! A 
quick chat with Caroline Ugalde at the 
top, a high five with Stephen Bailey who 
was spending his birthday marshalling 
and onwards to Brand Top. I followed 
George for quite a while and it was real-
ly foggy heading to the Cat and Fiddle 
pub. George kept going, and I doubted 
my navigation, but I was correct for 
class O and I turned off to head to the 
section. No queue, straight in and on-
wards - another clean even though I 
had to concentrate through the mud. I 
passed Giles Ernsting on his Metisse 
checking his route book and went to 
refuel. I was seriously thinking about 
tactics now: keep moving, concentrate, 
refuel here then not again as it will keep 
the front of the bike lighter for Excelsior. 
Another “get a grip” word with myself 
and get going to New Litton Slack. 
 
I had already decided that if I was clean 
here I would ride the new section and if 
I had had some faults I would do the 
classic one. I watched someone on a 
bike fall off on the old one so decided 

discretion was the better part of valor 
and rode New Litton Slack which was 
really quite slick itself in places. Past the 
ends cards and a chat with the marshal 
who told me I had made a good deci-
sion. A nice ride to Booth Farm and 
Jonathan Laver, President of the MCC 
who was running a class R section said 
I was looking very serious. I was keen 
to keep moving and after a brief chat 
with Keith Oakes who was manning the 
section yet another clean under my belt. 
I was starting to get peckish and my 
mind was turning to cake and Holin-
sclough. There was the special test at 
Chrome Hill to do first which was hard 
to get my tired head around. I told the 
Clerk of the Course this and he laughed 
at me and said that was the reason it 
was there - point taken.   
 
After delicious cake it was the Rake Hill 
start. After a quick briefing my hill start 
was apparently “beautiful”, but I had had 
a lot of practice on steeper hills in Co-
lombia a few weeks earlier. Hob Hay 
was muddy and the marshal said keep 
moving through the start which was 
excellent advice and another clean to 
add to my sheet. The butterflies wake 
up now with a vengeance as I knew 
Excelsior was next. This is tricky and I 
nearly came to grief getting to the start. 
Whilst waiting in the queue behind 
Geoff Westcott on his outfit, I could see 
people failing the section and falling off 
at the restart - luckily we don’t have to 
do one and I went high and right clean-
ing it, in almost the same tyre marks as 
last year. This is really a rider frightener. 
It then dawned on me that I actually had 
a real chance of winning a medal this 
year.   
 
The steep track down to the Clough 
Wood sections always scares me and I 
rode more than usual before I decided 
the last bit would be done on a dead 
engine with a bit of paddling as my 
wrists and shoulders were quite sore 
and tired by now. Unfortunately I did not 
go quite fast enough at the start of the 
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CLEE HILLS TRIAL 19th January 2020 
 
2020 sees a return to what appeared to be a very popular start venue last 
year – The Squirrel just of the A49 at Ludlow with its Travelodge next door, 
and petrol available at the Co-op supermarket also next door.  
 
2020 sees the 40th anniversary of the launch of the modern Clee Hills Trial 
organised by Simon Woodall and Barbara Selkirk, with both still involved in 
the organisation, Simon as Clerk of the Course, although he has not done all 
40, he has done a lot of them.  
 
The hills remain much the same as last year, with a few tweeks to reflect 
criticisms of last time, plus the return of Strefford Wood for the upper 
classes.  A few extra changes are included to make life in Class O a little 
easier.  
 
Once again we welcome those on Two, Three or Four wheels with a few 
changes to the classes to reflect the use of more trials derived machines. 
 
We continue with our unique twin loop system, which should ensure that all 
competitors can get round the course in the short January daylight. There 
will be a few more challenges for the expert drivers and riders, but also new 
incentives to welcome the trialling novice to our wonderful motorsport. So for 
those of you who know of a prospective trialler, perhaps we can entice them 
out on a road based Classic Trial. About 75 miles around Wenlock Edge and 
the delightful Long Mynd, some old lanes and some woodland. 
 

www.cleehillstrial.info for SRs and Entry Forms  

section and had a massive dab which 
caused me to swear quite a lot but nev-
er mind I was out the other end. On 
arriving at the Dudwood complex the 
section marshal told me class O were 
going straight to the special test, I made 
him contact the deputy Clerk of the 
Course to confirm this as I did not want 
to fail if we had to ride it. If Mark Gregg 
the Clerk of the Course had been there, 
I would have kissed him - although the 
section is OK, the descent back down is 
horrid and these things are my nemesis. 
 
Special test completed and onto the 
finish, well ahead of time and feeling 
very chuffed with the copper medal that 

I claimed, which was confirmed in the 
results. Ian was already back having 
claimed a gold and having a celebratory 
pint. The usual debrief with other com-
petitors and tales of derring do, near 
misses, bravery and misfortune but one 
thing we all agreed on was “O what a 
trial”.  
 
Congratulations are due to Mark Gregg 
and his team for such a successful 2019 
Edinburgh Trial. 
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